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4. FACE CONCERNS AND PURCHASE INTENTIONS: 

A CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Face is the most delicate standard by which Chinese social intercourse is regulated. 

—Lin Yutang, 1974, p. 200 

 

Face, defined as self-image and/or status earned in a social network (Bolton, Keh, & Alba, 2010), 

is a cornerstone of  collectivist cultures (Ho, 1976; Hwang, Francesco, & Kessler, 2003), with 

central importance for sociology research (Ho, 1976; Qi, 2011). Most studies (e.g., Bao, Zhou, & 

Su, 2003; Li & Su, 2007; Wong & Ahuvia, 1998) suggest that consumers with more face concern, 

regardless of  their income levels, are motivated to consume high-priced items to display their 

economic advantage and social status to others, which ultimately enhances their face (i.e., 

price–face link). The economic theory behind this link is the so-called Veblen effect (Veblen, 

1899), according to which consumers prefer a product more when its price increases (Amaldoss 

& Jain, 2005)8 . A prevailing view indicates that this relation reflects the existence of  a 

price–quality link, such that high price signals high quality (e.g., Ackerman & Tellis, 2001; Shiv, 

Carmon, & Ariely, 2005). Yet this argument cannot explain another relevant phenomenon that 

most original equipment manufacturers in China that offer significantly lower-priced products 

with the same quality as name brand products sell far more of  the name brand, higher-priced 

items (Song, 2012). That is, some consumers appear more concerned with whether the product 

can enhance their self-image or what a price signals to others about the purchaser than with the 

quality of  the product itself  (Meng & Nasco, 2009; Song, 2012).In response, many companies 

employ a premium price strategy, especially in Asian markets. Kweichow Maotai Group, a top 

Chinese liquor brand, raised its prices several times within one year, and Western brands in China, 

from the Versace to Starbucks, are priced 30% or 75% higher than the same product in the 

United States (Li, 2011). Taxes can explain around two-thirds of  these price differences; the 

remaining one-third of  the difference in price between China and foreign nations is probably 

due to psychological factors (Xinhua News, 2012), including face concerns. 

Despite the frequency of  this trend in practice, it is theoretically unclear when consumers 

with more face concern choose high-priced options. For example, consumers might make 

completely different judgments of  the same product according to their perceptions of  its 

contribution to their face, in which case a consumer might choose a cheap restaurant when 

eating with close family members but an expensive one with colleagues (Wang & Zhang, 2011). 

Furthermore, though face often appears as an explanation for conspicuous consumption (e.g., Li 

& Su, 2007; Liao & Wang, 2009; Wong & Ahuvia, 1998), decision-making styles (e.g., Bao et al., 

2003), reactions to service failure (e.g., Chan, Wan, & Sin, 2009), and price fairness perceptions 

(e.g., Bolton et al., 2010), prior research dedicated specifically to face is scarce. Its 

conceptualization requires further clarification, as does the route by which face influences 

                                                        
8 In a meta-analysis, Bijmolt, van Heerde, and Pieters (2005) find that studies from many countries consider this positive relation 
between price and sales only in about 2% of  all cases investigated.  
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consumer purchase intentions (Li & Su, 2007). In addition, though current face theory serves to 

explain Asian consumers’ strong demands for luxury products, despite their relatively low 

income level (Ram, 1989), it is unclear whether ordinary products with relatively higher prices, 

instead of  absolutely high prices, might elicit face concerns too. Finally, if  price, a major element 

of  the marketing mix, is perceived as an indicator of  face for high face concerned consumers, 

they likely relate other marketing mix elements, such as brand and distribution channels, to their 

face too, because price is highly associated with these other marketing mix elements. However, 

previous literature did not tell us whether the price–face link extends naturally to distribution–, 

brand–, and promotion–face links.  

This study uses the widely assumed price–face link as a starting point to explicate a topic 

that has received little empirical attention but is rapidly growing in importance as consumers in 

nations marked by massive economic development increasingly seek to achieve face through 

consumption (Li & Su, 2007). We thus answer the calls for research that “the predictive power of  

face concerns could be investigated within a model which links face consideration to price 

perceptions, and price perceptions to shopping behaviors in an international context” (Zhou & 

Nakamoto, 2001; p: 166), as well as respond to calls that acknowledge that “face concerns 

underlie the cultural differences in responses to price comparisons and suggest that the role of  

face deserves greater attention in future research” (Bolton et al., 2010, p. 574).  

This research project is based on two key assumptions: 1) consumers from collectivist 

cultures exhibit higher face concerns than consumers from individualistic cultures, and 2) high 

price signals face. We will explain the definition of  face in more detail in Section 4.2.1. In our 

studies, we adopt Wang and Zhang’s (2011) definition of  face that is related to consumption. 

Through consumption, a person buys a product to construct and display his or her self-image 

and thus receives positive comments or recognition of  his or her social status. Thus, the 

relationship between face concerns and purchase intentions for a high-priced option likely is 

influenced by both product-specific and situational moderators.  

In Studies 1a and 1bwe test whether more face concerned consumers’ purchase 

intentions for a high-priced option depend on product-specific moderators. We predict that 

publicly consumed/material (cf. privately consumed/experiential) products increase these high 

face concerned consumers’ purchase intentions toward the higher-priced option. In Study 2, we 

examine whether situational moderators, i.e., different types of  social presence, have differential 

impacts on the price–face link, as well as the brand–, distribution–, and promotion– face links. 

We predict that compared with less face concerned consumers, more face concerned consumers 

should be more likely to buy name brand products, products that do not offer price discounts, or 

items that are available through specialty stores, especially if  an acquaintance is present.  

Two methods served to classify face concerns: 1) using nationality as a proxy; 2) median 

split on individual’s score on the concern for face (CFF) scale. The first method reveals that 

Chinese consumers’ purchase intentions for a high-priced option are higher in general, regardless 

of  product visibility or product tangibility. Furthermore, Chinese consumers in general are more 

likely to choose high-priced, name brand options, regardless of  the social presence context. 

Using the latter method, we find marginally significant support for the indirect effect of  face 

concerns on choosing a high-priced option, through the price–face link, which is an increasing 

function of  product tangibility. Consumers with high face concerns, tend to choose the 

high-priced option only for material products, not for experiential ones. However, we did not 
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find any moderating effects of  product visibility or social presence. We provide with reasons for 

these insignificant effects at the end of  this chapter. 

In the remainder of  this chapter, we present our theoretical development by discussing 

how face has been defined and classified, as well as the relationships between face and culture 

and face and price, face and three other marketing mix elements. We present the experiments we 

designed to test our hypotheses and report the results. In considering the two earlier mentioned 

key assumptions in particular, we provide theoretical arguments in the discussion section, before 

concluding with limitations and directions for further research. 

4.2 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

4.2.1 The Concept of Face 

The anthropologist H.C. Hu (1944) was the first author to study face, defined as the social 

reputation in a group that a person could achieve by getting on in life, success, and ostentation. 

Inspired by this work, the American sociologist Goffman (1955, p. 213) defined face according 

to an interpersonal interaction perspective. In Goffman’s (1955, p. 213) definition, face is “the 

public image created, which enables a person to receive praise from others, and in any social 

interaction, one of  the participants may claim to possess some values praised by society, such as 

wealth, achievement, or ability.” When others recognize this claim, the person gains face. If  the 

claim is rejected, the person loses face. Goffman’s definition of  face has strong conceptual links 

with the notion of  “looking-glass” self  (i.e., anchoring of  self  in the gaze of  others).Other 

researchers provide similar definitions (e.g., Brown & Levinson, 1987; Ho, 1976; Hwang, 1987; 

Stover, 1962; Ting-Toomey, 1988), but among these, Goffman’s (1955) definition is perhaps the 

most widely cited. Still, no general consensus exists regarding the concept of  face, because a 

precise definition has remained elusive (Ho, 1976).  

The challenges of  defining face stem from its nature, as a situational concept, influenced 

by the variation among people and across contexts (Spencer-Oatey, 2007). A person can be 

involved in several groups and play different roles in each group, leading to many different “faces” 

for the same person, depending on the situation and position (Cheng, 1986). Face also is a 

multifaceted concept (Hwang, 1987), which is associated with respect, social status, honor, 

reputation, competence, creditability etc. (Oetzel, Garcia, & Ting-Toomey, 2008). Therefore, we 

need to consider a classification, such that face might comprise:  

1. “Lian” (moral face) and “mian” (social face) (Hu, 1944); 

2. Positive face (basic claim for competence) and negative face (basic claim to autonomy 

and right to nondistraction) (Brown & Levinson,1978);  

3. Group self-face (prestige for oneself but also for family, relatives, friends, and even 

colleagues) and individual self-face (only the individual’s face) (Li & Su, 2007);  

4. Subjective face (value or self-regard in the person’s own estimation, as it relates to social 

relationships and society at large) and objective face (social standing a person possesses 

through recognition received from others) (Cheng, 1986); or  

5. Gaining face (performance goes beyond social expectations) and losing face 

(performance “falls below the minimum level considered acceptable or when certain vital 

or essential requirements, as functions of one’s social position, are not satisfactorily met”; 

Zhang, Cao, & Grigoriou, 2011, p. 131). 
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In turn, we define face according to two streams (Spencer-Oatey, 2006). The first stream 

(e.g., Goffman, 1955; Ho, 1976; Stover, 1962) emphasizes face as the social interaction, such that 

face cannot be claimed unilaterally but can only be reinforced or diminished through interaction. 

The second stream (e.g., Hwang, 1987; Lim, 1994; Ting-Toomy & Kurogi, 1998) perceives face 

similar to identity, such that it is designed to build a positive, public, social, and fluid self-image, 

related not to what the person thinks of  him- or herself  but rather what this person believes 

others think of  his or her worth (Lim, 1994). Therefore, in a consumption context, face implies 

that consumers buy products to construct and display self-images and thus induce positive 

comments or recognition from others (Wang & Zhang, 2011).  

4.2.2 Face and Culture 

Previous studies suggest that the concept of  “face” exists across cultures (Goffman, 1955; Liao & 

Bond, 2010; Oetzel et al., 2001; Qi, 2011), with different names assigned, depending on the 

culture (Gao, 1998; Morisaki & Gudykunst, 1994; Ting-Toomey, 1988). It is called mianzi, mentsu, 

gesicht, gezicht, and face in Chinese, Japanese, German, Dutch, and English, respectively. Some 

specific, distinct cultural elements might determine different aspects of  face, yet even if  the rules 

according to which face operates vary, the imperative awareness of  social evaluation is universal 

(Qi, 2011). Still, collectivists have greater sensitivity or concerns for face than individualists (see 

also Redding & Ng, 1982). As shown in Figure 4.1a and Figure 4.1b, we elaborate on this notion by 

drawing from three theories: (1) collectivism–individualism (Hofstede, 1991), (2) 

horizontal–vertical collectivism–individualism (Triandis & Gelfand, 1998), and (3) self-construal 

(Markus & Kitayama, 1991). 

 
    Figure 4.1a: Visual representation of  the relationship between collectivism and more face concerns in 

a collectivistic society 

 

Collectivistic culture: more face concerns 

Route 1: China is a collectivistic society. Hofstede (1980) defines collectivity as “a social 

pattern consisting of  closely linked individuals who see themselves as part of  one or more 

collectives (family, coworkers, tribe, nation) and are willing to give priority to the goals of  these 
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collectives over their own personal goals” (Oetzel et al., 2001, p. 602). A Chinese man would 

view himself as a son, brother, husband, and father but not as himself (Gao, 1998). Accordingly, 

Chinese people tend to relate their own face to the face of their family, relatives, friends, and 

colleagues. Another example, Chinese parents often encourage children to study hard by warning, 

“Don’t make our family lose face” (King & Bond, 1985). Thus, people from collectivistic 

cultures treat face more seriously and react more strongly than people from individualistic 

cultures. In turn, people from collectivistic (vs. individualistic) cultures should have more 

concerns for face.  

Route 2: According to vertical–horizontal theory (Triandis & Gelfand, 1998), China 

represents a vertical (emphasis on hierarchy) form of  collectivism, rather than a horizontal 

(emphasis on equality) form. In a vertical collectivist culture, people focus on complying with 

authorities and enhancing the status of  their collectives (Shavitt et al., 2006). In these hierarchical 

cultures, people with higher status usually claim and are accorded more face than those with low 

status (Liao & Bond, 2010), which encourages more attention to social comparison information 

and consequently increases face concerns. Such a society advocates values that enable people to 

gain more face as they move upward in the local social hierarchy. Therefore, in a vertical (vs. 

horizontal) collectivistic society, the concern for face is even greater.  

Route 3: On average, relatively more members of  collectivistic (vs. individualistic) cultures 

hold an interdependent self-view (Matsumoto, 1999; Ting-Toomey & Kurogi, 1998), such that 

they are more connected, motivated to join various interpersonal relationships, and ready to fit in 

with relevant others (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). In other words, people with interdependent (vs. 

independent) self-construals tend to assign more weight to others and care about others’ 

comments, which by definition implies a greater likelihood of  triggering face concerns.  

 
    Figure 4.1b: Visual representation of  the relationship between individualism and less face concerns in 

a more individualistic society 
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Individualistic culture: less face concerns 

Route 1: Conversely, the Netherlands is perceived as an individualistic society. Hofstede 

(1980) defines individualism as “a social pattern that consists of  loosely linked individuals who 

view themselves as independent of  collectives and who give priority to their personal goals over 

the goals of  others” (Oetzel et al., 2001, p. 602). In individualistic cultures, face is less related to 

their collectives, so people only have their own face to consider, and consequently, they have less 

face concerns as compared with people from collectivistic cultures. 

Route 2: The Netherlands also features horizontal individualism, such that its people tend 

to view themselves as equal to others in status. Compared with vertical individualism, which 

emphasizes social comparisons, people from a horizontal individualist culture tend to have even 

weaker face concerns, because they are less likely to engage in social comparisons.  

Route 3: In individualistic cultures, relatively more people hold an independent self-view 

(Ting-Toomey & Kurogi, 1998). They consider themselves unique and independent from others 

(Markus & Kitayama, 1991), so they worry less about others’ opinions, which by definition 

results in less face concerns.  

Indeed, substantial studies largely support that though concern for face is universal 

(Goffman, 1955), it has a much stronger impact on collectivists. For instance, Hwang et al. (2003) 

propose that face concerns are more salient in China. Kam and Bond (2008) further argue that 

loss of  face has a stronger negative impact on relationships among Chinese collectivists than U.S. 

individualists. Li and Su (2007) and Bao et al. (2003) empirically find that Chinese respondents 

are more concerned with face in their everyday life, whereas Americans are less likely to relate 

products to face. These findings are in line with Ting-Toomey (1988) and Kim’s (1993) 

arguments, namely, that persons from collectivistic cultures are more concerned with maintaining 

a positive identity or positive face than persons from individualistic cultures. 

In summary, face is more prominent in collectivistic than in individualistic cultures. 

Previous cross-cultural studies tend to compare the United States with Japan or China, such that 

they contrast vertical individualism (U.S.) with vertical collectivism (China and Japan, see 

Ting-Toomey & Kurogi, 1998). However, across the combinations of  vertical/horizontal, 

individualism/collectivism (Triandis & Gelfand, 1998), the two exemplars of  opposite poles 

(China, vertical collectivism, vs. the Netherlands, horizontal individualism) have the greatest 

potential to yield substantial differences on the measure of  concern for face. Therefore, we 

consider the Netherlands a better option than the United States for this study. 

4.2.3 The Price–Face Link 

Many researchers (e.g., Bao et al., 2003; Li & Su, 2007; Song, 2012; Wong & Ahuvia, 1998) suggest 

that consumers with high face concerns are more likely to purchase a high-priced option, because 

the purchase, use, display, and consumption of  goods and services that bear high prices offer 

means to gain face by signaling a wealthy image, which is related to one’s desirability (Kenrick et al., 

2001). Consumers buying high-priced products also may receive more positive comments. Thus for 

example a consumer might purchase an expensive wine not because of  her or his quality 

perceptions per se but rather due to the perception that others will consider the high price a 

reflection of  the internal traits of  the purchaser (e.g., being a big spender). Generosity makes a 

person appear more trustworthy (Barclay, 2004), and those who buy high-priced products are more 

desirable as friends, allies, and romantic partners (e.g., Cottrell, Neuberg, & Li, 2007).  
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For more face concerned consumers, buying a low-priced option also is undesirable. 

Kashani and Quelch (1990) report that Japanese consumers (high face concern) are embarrassed 

to redeem coupons, for fear that other people will make person-based inferences (e.g., that the 

shopper is poor or cheap) (Calder & Burnkrant, 1977). “Buy nothing, or buy something 

expensive” effectively reflects the attitudes of  consumers with high face concerns (Zhou & 

Nakamoto, 2001). To create a favorable public image for others or conform with their 

expectations (Volckner, 2008), consumers with high face concerns try to avoid buying low-priced 

brands, regardless of  their objective income or class levels (Belk, 1988). Bao et al. (2003) show 

empirically that face positively affects consumers’ “brand-conscious and price-equals-quality” 

orientations but negatively influences the “price-conscious and value-for-money” orientations. 

This price link also appears in prestige sensitivity literature; prestige is closely related to 

face (Li & Su, 2003). These studies suggest a positive relationship between price and perceived 

prestige. For example, Belk (1988) proposes that people tend to purchase high-priced, visible 

products as forms of  their extended selves, to increase their social status. Lichtenstein, Ridgway, 

and Netemeyer (1993) find that price has a positive impact on prestige. Brucks, Zeithaml, and 

Naylor (2000) suggest that most respondents consider price and brand names when assessing 

prestige. Volckner (2008) proposes that price is an indicator of  prestige, which leads to a positive 

link between price and purchase intentions. This reasoning confirms that consumers with high 

(versus low) face concerns are more likely to choose high-priced products. Table 4.1 provides an 

overview of  studies that support the price–face link. 

 

Table 4.1: Literature overview of high price–face link 

Study Conclusions 

Lichtenstein et al. 

(1993) 
Price has a positive impact on prestige 

Wong & Ahuvia 

(1998) 

Face consciousness makes Asian consumers more likely to consume expensive products 

as a symbolic social gesture 

Belk (1988) 
The purchase or use of a high-priced product becomes a symbol for people to show 

their face 

Brucks et al. (2000) Consumers use price and brand name much more frequently when evaluating prestige 

Zhou & Nakamoto 

(2001) 

Chinese young consumers are more prestige sensitive and less price conscious than U.S. 

counterparts 

Bao et al. (2003) 
Face consciousness negatively affects “price-conscious and value for money” 

orientations 

Li & Su (2007) Persons with high face concerns tend to relate price and brand names to their face 

Volckner (2008) 
Price is an indicator of prestige, which leads to a positive relation between price and 

purchase intentions 

Liao & Wang (2009) 
Giving expensive gifts brings honor to the gift giver by displaying his or her ability to 

afford to give the gift 

 

We expect that the belief  that a high price can signal face is universal across cultures, 

though in Western cultures this is typically not described or interpreted in such terms (Ho, 1976). 

This is because higher-priced products are usually superior to lower-priced products, thus 

high-priced products are more able to enhance self-image and convey social status. This view 

should be accepted across different cultures. “We are what we have” is perhaps the most basic 
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and powerful fact of  consumer behavior (Belk, 1988), and high-priced products act as signs of  

the self  (Rochberg-Halton, 1984, p. 335). Consuming high-priced goods, either in Eastern or 

Western cultures, serves as one of  the primary means for demonstrating success (Wong & 

Ahuiva, 1998), which is a source of  face by definition. 

4.2.4 The Brand–, Distribution–, and Promotion–Face Links 

If  price, a major element of  the marketing mix, is perceived as an indicator of  face for high face 

concerned consumers (see Section 4.2.3 for more details), they likely relate other marketing mix 

elements, such as brand and distribution channels, to their face too, because price is highly 

associated with these other marketing mix elements. Products with high prices are usually name 

brand products that sell in selective channels such as speciality stores, which can increase face. 

Products subject to promotional activities instead tend to be associated with lower prices and 

suggest a loss of  face. No studies address these potential brand–, distribution–, and 

promotion–face relationships. Therefore, we logically extend our investigation of  the price–face 

link to brand–face, distribution–face, and promotion–face links in Study 2. 

To sum up, the definition of  face we use for this research thus has two dimensions (“has 

two faces”): 1) constructing and displaying a self-image by buying certain products and 2) seeking 

positive comments or recognition of  social status through that consumption. To explicate the 

first meaning, we examine the influence of  two product-related moderators—product visibility 

(publicly consumed vs. privately consumed; Study 1a) and product tangibility (material vs. 

experiential; Study 1b)—on the relationship between face concerns and purchase intentions for a 

high-priced option (i.e., the price–face link). Because we also posit that others’ predicted 

perceptions influence face concerns, in Study 2 we include situational moderators, in the form of  

social presence, and not only test the price–face linkbut also the other marketing mix–face links, 

as we detail in the following sections. In Figure 4.2, our conceptual framework delineates the key 

constructs and interrelationships for this research.  

 
Figure 4.2: Conceptual framework 
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4.2.5 Comparing Face, Social Status, and Status Consumption 

The concept of  face is related to that of  social status (e.g., Li & Su, 2007; Oetzel, Garcia, & 

Ting-Toomey, 2008), so I discuss their similarities and differences in more detail.  

Face vs. social status 

Face refers to the public image created, which enables a person to receive praise from others 

(Goffman,1955). Status is a person’s relative rank in society or a group, which reflects a 

confluence of  property, power, and prestige (Weber, 1946, P.180). In general, social status 

correlates positively with face, such that the higher one’s social status, the more face one has (Ho, 

1976). While social status is an important component of  face, the two variables differ in several 

ways. 

In particular, the sources of  face, rather than social status, are richer. A person’s social 

status mainly is defined by property, power, and prestige (Weber, 1946). Other factors can 

contribute to face though (Ho, 1976). For example, parents enjoy greater face if  their child has 

been admitted to a top university. In this case, face has nothing to do with wealth, power, or 

prestige but instead stems from a child’s educational success (King & Bond 1985). Social status 

does not explain all of  face, nor it is an identical construct. 

Moreover, face is more situational and dependent on the reference group (Spencer-Oatey, 

2007). If  all other classmates use a iphone 3, a student who uses iPhone 4 has the face. However, 

this student might feel a loss of  face if  all his classmates changed to iPhone 6 plus. Furthermore, 

a person could gain face with one reference group while losing it with another. If  a student 

performs well on recent exams, she or he gains face among classmates. However, this student 

simultaneously might feel a loss of  face if  she or he comes from a poor family, because the 

reference group is classmates born in a wealthy family. In contrast, social status is a relatively 

stable concept within a society and is thus less context related. Combining these concepts, we 

note that students from families with lower social status might tend to study harder to earn good 

grades and thus enhance their family’s face. 

Next, face relates closely to culture (see Section 4.2.2), so we used nationality as a proxy 

for face concerns. In contrast, social status is relatively independent of  culture. People in various 

cultures acknowledge social status to similar extents. Eastman et al. (1997) show empirically that 

interest in consumption as a means to gain status is similar among U.S., Chinese, and Mexican 

consumers. 

Finally, the CFF scale differs from the status-seeking scale. The former (Appendix C) 

emphasizes concerns about others’ comments; the latter focuses on the status a product has 

(Eastman, Goldsmith, & Flynn, 1999). 

Face consumption vs. status consumption 

In a consumption context, status consumption refers to “the motivational process by which 

individuals strive to improve their social standing through the conspicuous consumption of  

consumer products that confer and symbolize status both for the individual and surrounding 

significant others and that improve social standing” (Eastman et al., 1999, p. 42). Face 

consumption instead is the motivational process by which people try to enhance, maintain, or 

save their own face, as well as show respect for others’ face, through consuming certain products 

(Li & Su, 2007). Face consumption differs from status consumption in three main ways. First, 
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face products are high-priced but not necessarily luxury items, which is a defining characteristic 

of  status products. While a status product may be a face product in some cases (such as a luxury 

car), there are many circumstances in which a face product does not illustrate status (such as a 

cell phone). Second, status consumption is motivated mainly by internal desires, whereas a 

person engages in face consumption mainly to act in accordance with external expectations or 

social norms (Yang, 1981), such that face consumption even might be obligatory. Third, face 

consumption is less rational than status consumption. Because consumption is a tool to maintain 

or save face, a Chinese consumer has little choice but to mimic the consumption practices of  his 

or her social group (Li & Su, 2007). As Ram (1994) describes, though it may appear irrational to 

Westerners, Chinese consumers demand high-priced products even before they have secured 

adequate food, clothing, or shelter. 

4.3 STUDY 1A: PRODUCT VISIBILITY AS A MODERATOR 

With Study 1a we examine whether more (vs. less) face concerned consumers’ purchase 

intentions for a high- versus low-priced alternative depend on the product’s visibility. Researchers 

(Bourne, 1957) have tended to differentiate product visibility as publicly consumed or privately 

consumed products. Publicly consumed products are those that others can see in the course of  

their use, but privately consumed products cannot be seen during the consumption process, other 

than by the user (Kulviwat, Bruner, & Al-Shuridah, 2008). For example, a mattress is a privately 

consumed product, because few people outside the household ever see it. A cell phone, which 

consumers openly carry with them, is visible to others while being used. 

Because publicly consumed products are more visible than privately consumed items 

(Ratner & Kahn, 2002), they have greater efficacy for building self-image and others’ evaluations. 

Consumers with more face concerns, who care about others’ perceptions of their own self-image, 

therefore should choose high-priced options for publicly consumed products, to invoke positive 

comments about their economic and social status. In contrast, privately consumed products are 

less visible, so even if a consumer spends more on them, others are less likely to know, much 

less make positive inferences, about this status. That is, a key factor underlying high-priced 

purchases is public recognition (Fisher & Price, 1992). Liao and Wang (2009) find that Chinese 

prefer top-grade brands when interacting with others but low-priced brands at home. In addition, 

Chao and Schor (1998) report that demand for publicly consumed products (i.e., cosmetics) 

increases with price. Therefore, product visibility should moderate the relationship between face 

concerns and purchase intentions for high-priced options, and we hypothesize 

H1a: Compared with consumers with low face concerns, the purchase intentions of  consumers with high face 

concerns toward high-priced options are higher for publicly consumed (visible) products. For privately 

consumed (less visible) products, there is no difference between consumers with high face concerns and 

consumers with low face concerns.  

4.3.1 Method 

4.3.1.1 Participants and design. Ninety (45 Dutch and 45 Chinese) university students from 

large universities in China and the Netherlands (screened to omit nonnative participants and 

Asian Europeans) participated in Study 1a and received compensation of  4 Euro or 30 RMB. 

The study used a 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) × 2 (product visibility: publicly consumed 

vs. privately consumed) between-subject experimental design. Because there is no mature face 
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manipulation measure in existent literature (Bao et al., 2003; Li & Su, 2007),therefore, for our 

exploratory purposes, we did not manipulate face concerns but rather classified them on the 

basis of  cultural differences (Chinese vs. Dutch)(see also Chan et al., 2009; Hwang et al., 2003; Li 

& Su, 2007; Liao & Wang, 2009). Product visibility was manipulated by either using publicly or 

privately consumed product in the scenarios.  

4.3.1.2 Procedure. We used the QUALTRICS online survey tool to conduct this experiment. 

Participants were introduced to the study, with instructions that its purpose was to understand 

reactions to shopping behaviors in different situations. Participants’ CFF scores were measured 

before presenting the scenarios in the main studies. We adapted eight CFF items (see Appendix 

C) on seven-point Likert scales (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) from Cocroft and 

Ting-Toomey (1994) and White, Tynan, Galinsky, and Thompson (2004). Participants then were 

randomly assigned to the publicly or privately consumed product conditions. Following Kramer, 

Spolter, and Thakkar (2007), we used a cell phone to represent publicly consumed products and a 

mattress to represent privately consumed products. In the cell phone [mattress] condition, the 

scenario read:  

Imagine that you are looking for a new cell phone [mattress]. After seeking advice from your 

friends and searching for information online, you narrow down your preference to two different 

models of cell phones[mattresses]. You also check out the real products in a store: the appearance, 

weight, and feeling in your hand (the material, density, and softness). After all the examination, 

you believe that both of them can satisfy your needs very well. Cell phone [mattress] A costs 139 

Euro; cell phone [mattress] B costs 89 Euro. 

The prices and their differences were determined by a pretest.9 In the Chinese sample, the high 

versus low prices were set at1119 RMB (139 Euro)and 719 RMB (89 Euro) (based on an 

exchange rate of  8 and an equivalent relative price difference of  50%). 

4.3.1.3 Dependent variables. After reading the scenario, participants responded to five items 

that provided the input for three dependent measures. First, they indicated the likelihood of  

purchasing the high- and low-priced options on a seven-point Likert scale (1 = very low; 7 = 

very high). Second, purchase proportions were obtained by asking respondents to assign 100 

points between the high- and low-priced options. Finally, purchase choice measures were 

obtained by asking the participants to choose between either the high- or the low-priced 

alternative (1 = high-priced option; 0 = low-priced option).  

4.3.1.4 Manipulation check. As a manipulation check for whether the cell phone was 

perceived as more visible than the mattress, participants indicated their agreement with 

                                                        
9 The low price points of  all three of  our studies reflected actual market prices from a large shopping website. To select effective 

comparison prices that could signal face, we conducted a pretest with an independent sample of  20 Chinese university students 

from the same subject pool. Only Chinese students participated, because face is more characteristic of  Chinese culture. They read 

that “Some research shows that people tend to relate price to their ‘face’ (mianzi). Consuming a high- priced item can signal 

greater socio-economic status and prestige, which will gain the purchaser face.” Then, they had to choose, for example, “If  the 

cheapest cell phone is 89 Euro in a store, which one of  the following prices will gain you face?” The options ranged from 99 

Euro to 149 Euro, with 10 Euro increases for each alternative. Similar indications that high prices can signal face appeared in 

each study, for mattresses (Study 1a), watches (Study 1b), musical performances (Study 1b), and dishes (Study 2a). The mean 

scores for the high prices were 131 Euro for both watches and cell phones, 123.5 Euro for a mattress, 80.5 Euro for the musicals, 

and 10.1 Euro for dishes. On the basis of  the mean prices indicated in the pretest, we determined high prices of  139 Euro for 

the cell phone (Study 1a), mattress (Study 1a), and watch (Study 1b), 79 Euro for musicals (Study 1b), and 10.9 Euro for dishes 

(Study 2a). Voss, Parasuraman, and Grewal (1998) similarly used $79/$129 as low and high price points, such that they differed by 

about 50%. 
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statements related to cell phones and mattresses, using Kramer et al.’s (2007) six-item, 

seven-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree, see Appendix A1). Example items 

included, “Cell phone [mattress]is used in public?” and “Other people know what cell phone 

[mattress] I own”(α = .91).  

4.3.1.5 Control variable. We followed Ratchford (1987) and Vaughn (1986) and sought to 

rule out the possibility that any effect of  publicly versus privately consumed product types were 

caused by differences in the level of  consumers’ involvement with the product category. 

Respondents thus completed three seven-point items measuring their level of  involvement, such 

as “Buying a cell phone (mattresses) is a___decision” (α = .80) (1 = very unimportant, 7 = very 

important). Appendix A1 contains all the measures in Study 1a. 

At the end of  the survey, participants answered a few demographic questions and were 

debriefed and thanked for their participation. In all experiments with the Chinese students, the 

study materials had been translated into Chinese and verified by back-translation by two 

translators unaware of  the hypotheses.  

4.3.2 Results 

4.3.2.1 Manipulation check. We followed Perdue and Summers (1986)10 and conducted a 2 

(face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) × 2 (product visibility: cell phone vs. mattress) analysis of  

variance (ANOVA) on the mean of  the six-item product visibility scale11. The product visibility 

manipulation was successful, such that only the main effect of  product visibility was significant 

(F(1, 86) = 185.16, p < .001). Participants in the cell phone condition (M = 4.71, SD = .88) rated 

the product as more visible than those in the mattress condition (M = 2.22, SD = .85). No other 

main or interaction effects were significant (p > .30).  

4.3.2.2 CFF scores. We averaged their responses to form a reliable CFF score (α = .87).The 

one-way ANOVA for the average value of  the CFF score provides only 88% confidence for the 

assertion that Chinese consumers express higher face concerns than Dutch participants 

(M
Chinese

= 5.40, M
Dutch

 = 5.11, F(1, 88) = 2.53, p = .12). 

4.3.2.3 Control variable. The 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) × 2 (product visibility) 

ANOVA for the mean of  the involvement scale indicated no significant main (p>.05) or 

interaction (p > .50) effects. People’s involvement in purchasing a cell phone or a mattress did 

not differ significantly, among either Chinese or Dutch participants. 

4.3.2.4 Hypotheses testing results 

4.3.2.4.1 DV1: Purchase likelihood. A 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) × 2 (product 

visibility) ANOVA with the purchase likelihood of a high-priced option as the dependent 

variable12 revealed significant main effects of face concerns (F(1,86) = 14.90, p < .001) and 

                                                        
10 According to Perdue and Summers (1986), a manipulation is significant only when the main effect of  the manipulation 

variable is statistically significant and other main or interaction effects are insignificant.  
11 In this chapter, we did not conduct measurement invariance (MI) tests of  the three multi-item scales (i.e., product visibility 

scale, CFF scale, and product involvement scale), because our sample sizes were too small, featuring 45–72 people per group. 

Meade (2005) empirically shows that sample size has the strongest effect on the MI test, because it is incorporated directly into 

the formula for computing the chi-square statistic used in MI test; even for sample sizes of  100 per group, the statistical power 

of  the MI test was low. 
12 Results based on estimates that used the purchase likelihood for the low-priced option or the difference between high- and 

low-priced options as the dependent variable did not differ from those with purchase likelihood for the high-priced option as the 

dependent variable. The detailed estimation results are available on request. 
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product visibility (F(1,86) = 7.37, p < .008) (see the left column, Table 4.2, Panel a). That is, 

Chinese participants reported a higher likelihood (M = 4.42, SD = 1.29) of purchasing the 

high-priced option compared with the Dutch participants (M = 3.22, SD = 1.69). Participants 

also were more likely to buy a high-priced cell phone (M = 4.22, SD = 1.62) than a mattress (M 

= 3.39, SD = 1.50; see Table 4.2, Panel b). However, in contrast with our expectations, the 

insignificant two-way interaction of face concerns and product visibility (F(1, 86) = .19, p > .60) 

suggested that, compared with consumers with low face concerns (i.e., Dutch), consumers with 

high face concerns (i.e., Chinese) for a high-priced option did not express varying purchase 

likelihood for high versus low product visibility categories. Thus, H1a did not receive support. 

4.3.2.4.2 DV2: Purchase proportions. We found similar results for the second dependent 

variable, purchase proportions for the high-priced option. The linear regression results (middle 

column, Table 4.2, Panel a) indicated significant main effects of  product visibility (β = 17.21, t = 

2.42, p < .05) and face concerns (β = 14.39, t = 1.97, p < .05). According to the positive product 

visibility coefficient, participants in the cell phone condition (coded 1; M = 47.26, SD = 23.49) 

were more likely to purchase the high-priced option than were to participants in the mattress 

condition (coded 0; M = 36.12, SD = 24.87). In addition, the positive coefficient for face 

concerns revealed that Chinese consumers (coded 1; M = 45.98, SD = 21.61) tended to buy the 

high-priced option more than Dutch consumers (coded 0; M = 37.89, SD = 27.02). We 

summarize the average purchase proportions in the middle part of  Table 4.2, Panel b. Because 

the interaction was insignificant (p > .20), we again failed to find support for H1a. 

      4.3.2.4.3 DV3: Purchase choice. Furthermore, the effects of  the dependent variable on 

choice were consistent (right column, Table 4.2, Panel a). This result is based on a logistic 

regression analysis (for the statistical terms, see Appendix B), with participants’ choice as the 

dependent variable and product visibility, face concerns (Chinese vs. Dutch), and their interaction 

as the independent variables, such that   

iiiiiii
visibilityfacevisibilityfacepp εββββ +×+++=−

3210
1 )/log( , (1) 

where p
i 
= probability that participant i chooses a high-priced cell phone/mattress; face

i 
= face 

concerns (dummy variable), equals to 1when participant i is Chinese and 0 when participant i is 

Dutch; visibility
i 
= product visibility (dummy variable), equals to 1 if  participant i is in the cell 

phone condition and 0 if  participant i is in the mattress condition; and face
i 
× visibility

i  
equals 1 

if  participant i is Chinese and in the cell phone scenario and 0 otherwise, ε i
 is a disturbance 

term.  

Product visibility (cell phone = 1, mattress = 0) and face concerns (Chinese = 1, Dutch 

= 0) constituted the categorical variables. The results (N = 90, Nagelkerke R2 = .15) revealed 

main effects of  face concerns (β = 1.82, Wald = 4.39, p < .05) and product visibility (β = 1.86, 

Wald = 4.73, p < .05). Figure 4.3 depicts these main effects: Chinese consumers were more likely 

to choose a high-priced option than Dutch consumers (M = (38%+50%)/2 = 44% vs. 

(9.10%+39.13%)/2 = 24%). High visibility products also increased the choice likelihood for a 

higher priced option (M = (50%+39.13%)/2 = 45% vs. (38%+9.1%)/2 = 24%; see also the 

bottom part of  Table 4.2, Panel b). However, the interaction of  face concerns × product 
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visibility was not significant (p > .10). The convergent results for all the three dependent 

variables thus affirmed the lack of  support for H1a.  

4.3.3 Conclusions and Discussion 

Chinese consumers in general are more likely to purchase high-priced options than Dutch 

consumers. Consumers also are more likely to purchase a high-priced option when they shop for 

high versus low visibility products. However, compared with Dutch consumers, Chinese 

consumers’ purchase intentions for a high-priced option do not differ between the high (cell 

phone) and low (mattress) visibility products. One explanation for these findings may be that the 

measured CFF scores of  the Chinese participants of  our sample are not significantly higher than 

those of  the Dutch. To explain this result, we note that face is a social phenomenon, but we only 

collected data from one social group of students, who live in a relatively closed environment and 

may not have adapted completely to society. Their consumer psychology and behavior may be 

relatively immature, rather than completely representative of mainstream consumers. The 

differences between Chinese and Dutch consumers’ CFF scores likely would be more significant 

if we included data from various social groups, who are more representative of consumers. 

 



 

 

  Table 4.2: Study 1a Findings 

a. Results: Effects of product visibility and face concerns on purchase intentions for a high-priced option 

 

 

ANOVA (DV1) Linear regression (DV2)  Logistic regression (DV3) 

F Sig. Parameter  Std. Error t-value Sig.  Parameter Wald Exp(  ) Sig.

Intercept 611.93 .001 29.09 5.09 5.71 .001  -2.30 9.64 .10 .001

Product visibility (cell phone = 1, 

mattress = 0) 

7.37 .008 17.21 7.13 2.42 .02  1.86 4.73 6.25 .03

Face concerns (Chinese = 1, Dutch = 0) 14.90 .001 14.39 7.29 1.97 .05  1.82 4.39 6.15 .04

Product visibility × face concerns .19 .67 -12.52 10.09 -1.24 .22  -1.38 1.72 .25 .19

R-squared / Nagelkerke R-squared .21 .09  .15 

 

 
b. Average purchase likelihood, purchase proportions, and purchase choice for a high-priced option 

Condition Cell phone Mattress Average 

 Mean Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 

Mean Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 

Mean Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 

DV1:Purchase likelihood (7-point scale) 

Chinese 4.75 1.36 24 4.05 1.12 21 4.42 1.29 45 

Dutch 3.70 1.72 23 2.73 1.55 22 3.22 1.69 45 

Average 4.22 1.62 47 3.39 1.5 43    

DV2:Purchase proportions (100 points) 

Chinese 48.17 22.44 24 43.48 20.89 21 45.98 21.61 45 

Dutch 46.30 25.01 23 29.09 26.75 22 37.89 27.02 45 

Average 47.26 23.49 47  36.12 24.87 43        

DV3:Purchase choice (% in choosing high-priced option) 

Chinese .50 .51 24 .38 .50 21 .44 .50 45 

Dutch .39 .49 23 .09 .29 22 .24 .44 45 

Average .45 .45 47 .24 .43 43    

β
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Figure 4.3: Choice of the high-priced option for Study 1a 

 

4.4 STUDY 1B: PRODUCT TANGIBILITY AS A MODERATOR 

Study 1b explores the influences of  product tangibility (material vs. experiential) on face 

concerned consumers’ purchase intentions for a high-priced option. Van Boven and Gilevich 

(2003) propose an intention-based distinction between material and experiential purchases. 

Material purchases are those made with the primary intention of  acquiring a material good or 

tangible object that remains in one’s possession (e.g., new Patek-Phillipe watch). Experiential 

purchases instead are made with the primary intention of  acquiring a life experience in a series of  

events (e.g., hiking the Himalayas).  

Whereas experiential products tend to gratify the internal, private self, material products 

are more associated with the public and social self  (Wertenbroch & Dhar, 2000). People with 

more face concern focus on social roles and public perceptions as central to their identity (Ho, 

1976). Therefore, they should emphasize not only the importance of  the external social self  but 

also the significance of  material products as motives for consumption. Those with more face 

concern also tend to display their wealth publicly to others through consumption, symbolically 

demonstrate their social status, and seek to build their social reputation (Wong & Ahuvia, 1998). 

Material products can carry information about those symbols. Compared with experiential 

products, which leave nothing tangible to show others after the experience (Fitzmaurice, 2008), 

consumers can display tangible material products many times in various occasions to gain and 

enhance their face. Finally, face results from social comparison (Goffman, 1955). Yet experiential 

products tend to be less directly comparable than material products, because experiences simply 

are harder to align for the purposes of  comparison (Carter & Gilovich, 2010). Therefore, 

material products serve as better vehicles for more face concerned consumers to establish face, 

due to their ability to confer status and transmit a desired self-image to others (Campbell, 1987). 

Wong and Ahuvia (1998) suggest that Asian group norms and goals frequently emphasize 

material possessions. Liao and Wang (2009) also find a strong correlation between face and 
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materialism, suggesting that more face concerned consumers attach higher importance to 

possessions, and therefore, they are more likely to choose a high-priced option for material 

possessions. We test the following hypothesis:  

H1b: Compared with consumers with less face concern, the purchase intentions of  consumers with more face 

concern toward higher-priced options are higher for material products. For experiential products, there is no 

difference between consumers with high face concerns and consumers with low face concerns. 

4.4.1 Method 

4.4.1.1 Participants and design. Subjects in Study 1a also participated in Study 1b. Study 1b 

used a 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) × 2 (product tangibility: experiential vs. material) 

between-subject design. Again, we did not manipulate face concerns but rather classified high vs. 

low face concerns based on culture differences (Chinese vs. Dutch). Product tangibility was 

manipulated as either to buy a material or an experiential product in the scenarios. 

4.4.1.2 Procedure. After subjects finished the scenario for Study 1a, they were exposed to 

the second scenario, which described the purchase of  either an experiential or a material product, 

for Study 1b. The products needed to meet two requirements: (1) They had to be familiar to 

university students and (2) should have comparable prices. Following Van Boven and Gilovich 

(2003), we used a watch as the material and a musical production as the experiential product. 

Because these items have appeared in previous research, we did not pretest them. The scenarios 

read as follows:  

Imagine that you are looking for a new watch [planning to watch a musical]. After seeking 

advice from your friends and searching for information online, you narrow down your preference 

to two watches [musicals]. You also check out the real products in a store: the appearance, 

weight, and feeling on your wrist. [You also check out the preview in a ticket office: the stories, 

actors/actresses, and the atmosphere.] After all the examination, you believe that both of them 

can satisfy your needs very well. Watch [Musical] A costs 89 [49] Euro; Watch [Musical] B 

costs 139 [79] Euro. 

The prices and their differences were determined by the pretest, as we described in footnote 9. 

In the Chinese sample, the prices for the watch [musical] were set at 719 [399] and 1119 [639] 

RMB (exchange rate of  8 and equivalent relative price difference of  about 50%).  

4.4.1.3 Dependent variables. In this study, we have the same dependent variables as in Study 

1a. 

4.4.1.4 Manipulation check. Similar to the procedure used by Carter and Gilovich (2010), 

participants rated the degree to which their purchase was material or experiential (1 = definitely 

material, 4 = does not fit either category, 7 = definitely experiential, see Appendix A2). 

4.4.1.5 Control variable. We measured participants’ familiarity with watches (musicals) with 

a single question: “How familiar are you with the product category? (1 = not familiar at all; 7 = 

very familiar)” (Jung & Kellaris, 2004). Appendix A2 contains all the measures in Study 1b. 

4.4.2 Results 

4.4.2.1 Manipulation check. We performed a 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) × 2 

(product tangibility: watch vs. musical) ANOVA on the mean score of  product tangibility. The 

results, showing a significant main effect of  product tangibility (F(1,86) = 82.71, p < .001), 

suggested that participants perceived the watch (M = 3.15, SD = 1.69) as more material than the 
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musical (M = 6.00, SD = 1.29) (1 = definitely material, 4 = does not fit either category, 7 = 

definitely experiential). Although the main effect of  face concerns was not significant (p>.81), 

the interaction effect was (F(1,86) = 5.37, p < .05). According to the simple effect analysis, the 

interaction resulted primarily from Chinese participants, who perceived watches as less material 

products (M = 3.54, SD = 1.72) than their Dutch counterparts (M = 2.74, SD = 1.60; F(1,86) = 

3.43, p = .07), although the difference is only significant at the .07 level. Perhaps this 

counterintuitive finding arose because the Chinese consumers, compared with the Dutch 

participants, engaged in more holistic rather than analytic thinking (Monga & John, 2008), 

leading them to believe that as long as a material product has some function, it also includes 

experiential features. In the musical condition, Dutch participants (M = 6.32, SD = 1.21) 

classified the musical as an experiential product to a similar extent as their Chinese counterparts 

(M = 5.67, SD = 1.32; F(1,86) = 2.07, p > .15). Thus the manipulation of  product tangibility was 

not perfect. However, since one of  the independent variables, i.e., face concerns, is not 

manipulated, a moderate interaction is allowed, as long as compared with the musical, both 

Chinese and Dutch participants agreed that a watch represented a more material product (Kenny, 

2013).  

4.4.2.2 CFF score. As in Study 1a, though Chinese consumers expressed higher face 

concerns than Dutch participants, the difference was not significant (M
Chinese

= 5.40, M
Dutch
 = 5.11, 

F(1, 88) = 2.53, p = .12). 

4.4.2.3 Control variable. A 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) × 2 (product tangibility) 

ANOVA of  the familiarity scale indicated that only the main effect of  face concerns was 

significant (F(1, 81) = 6.17, p < .05), with no other significant main or interaction effects 

(p > .05). Although Dutch participants (M = 3.91, SD = 1.81) were somewhat more familiar with 

both products compared with their Chinese counterparts (M = 3.12, SD = 1.37), Chinese and 

Dutch participants’ familiarity with watches and musicals did not differ.  

4.4.3 Hypotheses Test Results 

4.4.3.1 DV1: Purchase likelihood. The 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) × 2 (product 

tangibility) ANOVA for purchase likelihood showed significant main effects of  face concern (F(1, 

86) = 16.94, p < .001) and product tangibility (F(1, 86) = 8.54, p < .005; left column, Table 4.3, 

Panel a). Thus, Chinese consumers (M = 4.40, SD = 1.27) were more likely to choose a 

high-priced option than Dutch participants (M = 3.09, SD = 1.76), and all participants were 

more likely to select a high-priced watch (M = 4.18, SD = 1.83) than a high-priced musical (M = 

3.27, SD = 1.31). We summarize these averaged purchase intentions in the upper part of  Table 

4.3, Panel b. However, because the interaction effect was not significant (p = .36), H2 is not 

supported. 

4.4.3.2 DV2: Purchase proportions. From the linear regression on the second dependent 

measure, for which respondents divided 100 points between the high- and low-priced options, 

we determined that the model was significant (F value = 7.07, p < .001), and the model R-square 

was 20% (middle column, Table 4.3, Panel a). Only the main effect of  face concerns emerged as 

significant (β = 12.54, t = 2.15, p < .05), such that Chinese consumers (coded 1; M = 47.78, SD 

= 19.32) appeared more likely to choose the high-priced option than Dutch consumers (coded 0; 

M = 32.64, SD = 20.01). The averaged purchase proportions appear in the middle part of  Table 
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3, Panel b. With no other significant main or interaction effects, we found no support for H1bin 

the linear regression. 

4.4.3.3 DV3: Purchase choice. Finally, we conducted a logistic regression analysis with 

consumer choice as the dependent variable and product tangibility, face concerns (Chinese vs. 

Dutch), and their interaction as independent variables:  

iiiiiii
ytangibilitfaceytangibilitfacepp εββββ +×+++=−

3210
1 )/log( , (2) 

where p
i 
= probability of  participant i choosing a high-priced watch/musical; face

i 
= face 

concerns (dummy variable), equals to 1 when participant i is Chinese and 0 when participant i is 

Dutch; tangibility
i 
= product tangibility (dummy variable), equals to 1 if  participant i is in the 

watch condition and 0 if  participant i is in a musical condition; and face
i 
× tangibility

i
 equals 1 if  

participant i is Chinese and in the watch scenario, and 0 otherwise.ε i
 is a disturbance term.  

In the right column of  Table 4.3, Panel a, we specify the marginally significant main 

effect of  product tangibility (β = 1.48, Wald = 2.88, p < .09). As shown in Figure 4.4, the average 

choice of  a high-priced option appears higher in the watch (M = (62.50%+30.40%)/2 = 47%) 

than in the musical (M = (9.5%+9.1%)/2 = 9%) condition (see also the bottom part of  Table 

4.3, Panel b). Because the main effect of  face concerns and the interaction effect were 

insignificant (p >.20), our findings revealed that the differences between Dutch and Chinese 

consumers, in terms of  choosing a high-priced option for high- or low-tangibility products, were 

not significant. We again found no support for H1b.  

4.4.4 Conclusions and Discussion 

Compared with Dutch consumers’, Chinese consumers’ purchase intentions for a higher-priced 

option are higher in general, regardless of  the tangibility of  the product, thus H1b is not 

supported. We predicted the correct direction of  consumers’ purchase intentions for a 

high-priced material product (watch). However, we were not able to give a correct prediction for 

the experiential product (musical). We now focus our discussion on the experiential product.  

According to an independent samples t-test, Chinese (vs. Dutch) consumers are relatively 

more likely to purchase a higher-priced musical, across both dependent variables we adopted 

(seven-point Likert scale M
Chinese

= 3.76, SD = .77; M
Dutch
= 2.77, SD = 1.54; t(1,41) = 2.64, p 

< .01; dividing 100 points M
Chinese 

= 40.95, SD = 13.84; M
Dutch
= 28.41, SD = 16.50; t(1,41) = 2.69, 

p < .01).13 This might be because musicals usually are watched with others, rather than alone. 

According to face theory, Chinese consumers pay attention to their own face but also are 

sensitive to granting face to others. Thus, when consuming with others, Chinese people must 

carefully judge the value of  the products or services, to enable those others to feel full of  face 

(Li & Su, 2007). The Chinese participants then may have been relatively more likely to choose a 

high-priced musical, to indicate the importance of  their relationship to the other (Yau, 1994) and 

show respect to their companion’s face. 

Thus far, we have focused on price–face link and product-specific moderators. Yet we 

have found no significant moderating effects on the price–face relation. In the following studies, 

we also test the potential links of  face with three other elements of  marketing mix (Biswas, 

                                                        
13 Although the direction of  the results for the third dependent variable, purchase choice, was consistent (MChinese = .10, SD = .3; 

MDutch = .09, SD = .29; t(1,41) = .05, p > .40), it was not significant. Therefore we do not discuss it here.  
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Dutta, & Pullig, 2006): brands (Ross, 1988), sales promotions (Nelson, 1970), and distribution 

channels. Furthermore, as a basic premise, we posit that Chinese consumers’ face concerns lead 

them to choose high-priced options, but in Studies 1a and 1b, we considered only 

product-focused consumption contexts (i.e., product visibility, product tangibility). Consumers’ 

face concerns also might depend on situational factors though (e.g., social presence of  a stranger 

vs. acquaintance vs. close friend).These issues motivate Study 2. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Choice of the high-priced option for Study 1b 
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   Table 4.3: Study 1b findings 

a. Results: effects of product tangibility and face concerns on purchase intentions for a high-priced option 

 

 

ANOVA (DV1)  Linear regression (DV2)  Logistic regression (DV3) 

F Sig.  Parameter Std. Error t-value Sig.  Parameter Wald Exp(  ) Sig. 

Intercept 574.42  .001   28.41 4.08 6.97 .001  -2.30 9.64  .10  .001 

Product tangibility (watch= 1, musical = 0) 8.54  .004   8.29 5.70 1.45 .15  1.48 2.88  4.38  .09  

Face concerns (Chinese = 1, Dutch = 0) 16.94  .001   12.54 5.83 2.15 .03  .051 .002  1.05  .96  

Product tangibility × face concerns .87  .36   4.51 8.07 .56 .58  1.29  1.11  3.62  .29 

R-squared / Nagelkerke R-squared .21  .20  .31 

 

 

b. Average purchase likelihood, purchase proportions, and purchase choice for a high-priced option 

Condition Watch Musical  Average 

 Mean 
Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 
Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 
 Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 

DV1:Purchase likelihood (7-point scale) 

Chinese 4.96 1.37 24 3.76 .77 21  4.40 1.27 45 

Dutch 3.39 1.92 23 2.77 1.54 22  3.09 1.76 45 

Average 4.18 1.83 47 3.27 1.31 43     

DV2:Purchase proportions (100 points) 

Chinese 53.75 21.63 24 40.95 13.84 21  47.78 19.32 45 

Dutch 36.70 22.50 23 28.41 16.50 22  32.64 20.01 45 

Average 45.40 23.46 47 34.53 16.36 43     

DV3:Purchase choice (% in choosing high-priced option) 

Chinese .63 .50 24 .10 0.3 21  .38 .49 45 

Dutch .30 .47 23 .09 0.29 22  .20 .41 45 

Average .47 .50 47 .09 0.29 47     

β
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4.5 STUDY 2: SOCIAL PRESENCE AS A MODERATOR 

The presence of  other persons in a purchase situation influences purchase decisions (Luo, 2005). 

Even a non-interactive social presence, such as the mere physical presence of  another shopper in a 

store, may be sufficient to elicit emotional and behavioral responses (Argo, Dahl, & Manchanda, 

2005). Most research considers the impact of  social presence in public (with another person) 

versus private (alone) conditions (Kurt, Inman, & Argo, 2011). However, the exact nature of  these 

influences is not clear (Brown & Garland, 1971; Zhang & Shrum, 2009). Some research suggests 

that certain types of  peers (e.g., close vs. distant friends, friends vs. other companions) increase 

attitudes and behaviors associated with consumption more than do other types of  peers (de Castro, 

1994; Luo, 2005). To examine the effects of  different types of  social presence on purchase 

intention, this research examines three forms of  social presence: stranger, acquaintance, and 

close friend.  

More face concerned consumers likely care about others’ comments and seek to maintain 

good relationships with others, so a social presence should have a greater impact on more face 

concerned consumers than on less face concerned consumers. A stranger’s presence might not 

significantly prompt face concerns, because it is unlikely that the focal actor will meet this 

stranger again, and what strangers think may have less effect than the opinion of  friends. With 

an acquaintance, though they know each other, the pair is not closely connected and still in the 

process of  getting to know each other. Therefore, building a desirable self-image through 

face-building or face-saving behaviors may determine acquaintances’ assessments. Wakefield and 

Inman (2003) propose that consumers are less likely to select a lower priced alternative in the 

presence of  colleagues, out of  fear of  negative connotations, such as being perceived as cheap or 

unable to afford higher priced alternatives. However, with a close friend, shared experiences 

should produce feelings of  comfort and acceptance; because image and status perceptions 

already should have formed, there is less need to engage in face-saving behavior (Brown & 

Garland, 1971). Brown and Garland (1971) thus propose an inverted U-shaped relationship 

between the degree of  relationship closeness and face-saving behavior. Because the relationship 

closeness of  an acquaintance lies between a stranger and a close friend, an acquaintance might 

make face concerns most salient. In contrast, consumers with less face concerns should be 

relatively less affected by the status of  the social presence—that is, stranger, acquaintance, or 

close friend—because they already regard themselves as more independent and pay less attention 

to others’ opinions (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). Therefore, 

H2a: Compared with consumers with less face concern, the purchase intentions of  consumers with more face 

concern are higher toward a higher-priced product if  an acquaintance is present. When a stranger or a 

close friend is present, there is no difference between consumers with high face concerns and consumers with 

low face concerns. 

Literature on store choice shows that, in addition to store attributes factors (e.g., price of  

merchandise, convenience of  store location, expertise of  store personnel), psychological factors 

can account for store choice. Dash, Schiffman, and Berenson (1976) find that the specialty store 

customers were more self-confident than those who shopped for similar items in a department 

store. Inspired by their study, we argue that face concerns might have the potential to influence 

consumers’ store choices too. We anticipate that selective channels, such as a specialty store (vs. 

non-selective channels, such as the convenience store),with their nicer store images and 
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environments and better services, may be more attractive to those with high face concerns, who 

likely are particularly interested in creating a high-end, classy self-image. Furthermore, 

face-concerned consumers pay attention to their own face and are sensitive to granting faces to 

others (Li & Su, 2007). When an acquaintance is present, face-concerned consumers may choose 

to shop at specialty stores, which are perceived as more formal and valuable than convenience 

stores, to show respect to their acquaintance. However, if  a stranger or close friend is present, 

there is less need to engage in face-saving behavior (Brown & Garland, 1971), so face concerns 

might not affect consumers’ store choice. Therefore, 

H2b: Compared with consumers with less face concern, the purchase intentions of  consumers with more face 

concern toward selective outlets such as specialty stores are higher when an acquaintance is present. When 

a stranger or a close friend is present, there is no difference between consumers with high face concerns and 

consumers with low face concerns. 

Face concerned consumers also tend to emphasize brand names, in the belief  that name 

brand products enhance their face. Research has shown a positive correlation between face and 

brand names (Li & Su, 2007), suggesting that face can explain why China, as a developing 

country, is already the second largest luxury product market in the world (Song, 2012). 

Compared with name brand products, more face concerned people view private-label products 

as inferior and potentially associated with a loss of  face for people who purchase them (i.e., 

“People who buy private label products would not want their friends to know”; Lupton, 

Rawlinson, & Braunstein, 2010, p. 108). In turn, we propose: 

H2c: Compared with consumers with less face concern, the purchase intentions of  consumers with more face 

concern for name brand options are higher when an acquaintance is present. When a stranger or a close 

friend is present, there is no difference between consumers with high face concerns and consumers with low 

face concerns. 

Research on sales promotions has demonstrated the economic (e.g., saving money, Stigler, 

1950) and psychological (e.g., smarter shopper, Schindler, 1998) incentives for obtaining a deal. 

However, sales promotions can produce negative social consequences, such as an impression of  

cheapness, low-class, or stinginess (e.g., Kashani and Quelch, 1990; Ndubisi& Moi, 2005). 

Ashworth, Darke, and Schaller (2005) propose that the decision to respond to sales promotions 

involves a trade-off, between economic and psychological incentives to take advantage of  them 

and the competing social disincentive to avoid them. Consumers strategically adjust their 

decisions in response to factors that alter the relative strength of  these incentives. More 

face-concerned consumers, worried about how attractive or likable they appear to others, are less 

likely to respond to sales promotions, to avoid a negative impression of  cheapness or stinginess 

that might undermine positive impressions of  financial wealth and a willingness to use or share 

that wealth. The social disincentive to avoid sales promotions also should increase with greater 

face concerns, such as when an acquaintance (vs. stranger or close friend) is present. Formally,  

H2d: Compared with consumers with less face concern, the purchase intentions of  consumers with more face 

concern toward a discount item are lower when an acquaintance is present. When a stranger or a close 

friend is present, there is no difference between consumers with high face concerns and consumers with low 

face concerns. 
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4.5.1 Method 

4.5.1.1 Participants and design.

large universities in China and the Netherlands

of  30 RMB or 4 Euro. The study

presence: stranger vs. acquaintance vs. close friend) 

product vs. promotion) mixed 

factor was a within-subject factor.

sample efficiency in the use of  

studies. Similar to Studies 1a and 

4.5.1.2 Procedure. Again, w

experiments. After the instructions

Studies 1a and 1b. Then, they 

(stranger vs. acquaintance vs. close friend

not be physically present; they can also be imagined (

(2005) also note that the presence of  another person (real or imaged) is suff

perceptions of  being evaluated.

“Other in the Self ” scale, which has been used successfully

(Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992).

circles, one representing the self  and the other representing 

differed with respect to the overlap between the two circles, ranging

to full overlap (most close). For this experiment, we selected the 

pairs to represent a stranger, an acquaintance, 

understanding of  these relationships

understand the relative differences, 

task was to image a person with whom they had a relationship

assigned degree of  closeness; 

acquaintance situations (participants in the stranger situation did not write down 

example, the acquaintance scenario read:

Below you can see three pairs of relationship closeness circles. The ‘S

whereas the ‘Other’ circle represents the other person. The three pairs of circles vary from close to 

distant. 

Please focus on the second pair of circles (B).

acquaintance, whom you do not know ver

name of your acquaintance. All the following scenarios are about you and your acquaintance.

 (A) 

In the other two experimental 

a person with whom their relationship 

participants understood the prompt 
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cipants and design. A total of  144 (72 Chinese and 72 Dutch) 

large universities in China and the Netherlands participated in this study, in return for 

of  30 RMB or 4 Euro. The study used a 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. 

presence: stranger vs. acquaintance vs. close friend) × 4 (marketing mix: price vs. 

 design. The first two factors were between-subject, and the third 

factor. The within-subject design enabled us to achieve greater 

efficiency in the use of  participants, to help recover the higher costs of  cross

and 1b, nationality provided a proxy for face concerns. 

Again, we used the QUALTRICS online survey tools to conduct the 

After the instructions, participants’ CFF scores were measured in a similar way as in 

. Then, they were randomly exposed to one of  three manipulated 

quaintance vs. close friend). Psychology theory posits that social audiences need 

not be physically present; they can also be imagined (Edelmann, 1981; Miller, 1996

also note that the presence of  another person (real or imaged) is suff

perceptions of  being evaluated. To manipulate the three types of  social presence, we adapted

, which has been used successfully to measure interpersonal closeness 

). For this measure, the questionnaire displayed

self  and the other representing another person. The seven pictures

differed with respect to the overlap between the two circles, ranging from no overlap

For this experiment, we selected the first, second

to represent a stranger, an acquaintance, and a close friend. To eliminate 

of  these relationships, we showed participants all three pictures

understand the relative differences, though we only asked them to focus on one picture. 

person with whom they had a relationship that corresponded with the 

assigned degree of  closeness; they were to write down his or her name, in the close friend or 

acquaintance situations (participants in the stranger situation did not write down 

acquaintance scenario read: 

Below you can see three pairs of relationship closeness circles. The ‘Self’ circle represents you, 

whereas the ‘Other’ circle represents the other person. The three pairs of circles vary from close to 

the second pair of circles (B). Picture a relationship with an 

acquaintance, whom you do not know very well, as depicted by picture B. Write down the given 

name of your acquaintance. All the following scenarios are about you and your acquaintance.

 

  (B) (C) 

In the other two experimental situations with similar scenarios, participants were asked to

a person with whom their relationship was reflected by picture A or C. 

prompt correctly, we asked two manipulation check questions 
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A total of  144 (72 Chinese and 72 Dutch) students from 

participated in this study, in return for a payment 

 Dutch) × 3 (social 

arketing mix: price vs. distribution vs. 

subject, and the third 

enabled us to achieve greater 

s, to help recover the higher costs of  cross-cultural 

face concerns.  

the QUALTRICS online survey tools to conduct the 

CFF scores were measured in a similar way as in 

exposed to one of  three manipulated situations 

posits that social audiences need 

Edelmann, 1981; Miller, 1996). Argo et al. 

also note that the presence of  another person (real or imaged) is sufficient to elicit 

of  social presence, we adapted the 

interpersonal closeness 

displayed seven pairs of  two 

. The seven pictures 

from no overlap (least close) 

second, and seventh circle 

To eliminate variance in the 

ee pictures, to help them 

only asked them to focus on one picture. Their 

that corresponded with the 

, in the close friend or 

acquaintance situations (participants in the stranger situation did not write down any name). For 

elf’ circle represents you, 

whereas the ‘Other’ circle represents the other person. The three pairs of circles vary from close to 

Picture a relationship with an 

y well, as depicted by picture B. Write down the given 

name of your acquaintance. All the following scenarios are about you and your acquaintance. 

participants were asked to image 

. To check whether 

asked two manipulation check questions 
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(“Who is the person you named above?” and “How close is the relationship between you and the 

person you just imagined?” 1 = very distant, 7 = very close). 

4.5.1.3 Price scenario. With social presence manipulated, we asked each participant to 

imagine four different scenarios, consistent with our aim to study responses to the four elements 

of  the marketing mix: price, place, product/brand, and sales promotions. For example, in the 

acquaintance [stranger/close friend] condition, the price scenario was as follows: 

Scenario 3a: You go to a restaurant for lunch. You enter the restaurant and now you are 

standing in front of the cashier, thinking about what dish to order. At that moment, the 

acquaintance [stranger/close friend] (the person you named above) comes into this restaurant 

and stands right next to you. You are considering dish A and dish B, both of which you like. 

Dish A costs 6.90 Euro; Dish B costs 10.90 Euro. The average price of the dishes in this 

restaurant is around 9.00 Euro. 

The prices and their differences in the scenarios were determined by the pretest (see footnote 9). 

In the Chinese sample, the prices for the dish were 59 and 89 RMB (exchange rate of  8 and 

equivalent relative price difference of  about 50%). After reading the scenario, participants 

indicated their purchase intentions for the high- and low-priced options, divided 100 points 

between the high-and low-priced options, and chose between the two alternatives, as the 

dependent measures.  

Distribution scenario. After the price scenario, participants were directed to the distribution 

scenario, which read:  

Imagine that it is a sunny Sunday afternoon, and you are seated on a bench, enjoying the 

sunshine in the city center. The acquaintance [stranger/close friend] (the person you named in 

the previous task) passes by, walks to you, and now is sitting next to you. While you are sitting 

there, you see many people with ice cream in their hands. You also want one. The acquaintance 

doesn’t like ice cream, so you will only buy one for yourself. Within 3 meters, you see two stores 

where you can buy an ice cream. The two stores sell the same varieties and types of ice cream. 

Store A is an ice cream specialty store; Store B is an ice cream kiosk/vendor. 

After reading the scenario, participants indicated the likelihood that they would buy ice 

cream at Store A or B, then divided 100 points between Store A and B and indicated their choice 

between Store A and B.  

4.5.1.4 Product/brand scenario. Participants imagined themselves in the product scenario 

next:  

One day after class, you are doing some grocery shopping in Albert Heijn (Carrefour for the 

Chinese scenario) as usual. After putting some bread, milk, fruit, etc., in your shopping basket, 

you are standing there trying to think about what else you need to buy. You suddenly recall that 

you don’t have any toothpaste at home, thus you walk toward the toothpaste shelves. In front of 

the shelf, you see the acquaintance [stranger/close friend] (the person you named in the previous 

task) who is also choosing toothpaste. You see a name brand toothpaste and Albert Heijn 

(Carrefour) toothpaste. 

Again, participants indicated their likelihood of  choosing the name brand toothpaste and the 

private-label toothpaste, divided 100 points between the two choices, and specified their choice.  

4.5.1.5 Sales promotions scenario. Finally, the last scenario related to sales promotions: 

You go to a restaurant for lunch. You enter the restaurant and are standing in front of the 

cashier, thinking about what dish to order. At that moment, the acquaintance [stranger/close 
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friend] (the person you named in the previous task) comes into this restaurant and now stands 

right next to you. You are considering dish X and dish Y, both of which you like. Dish X is on 

sale; Dish Y is at a regular price. The original prices of the two dishes are the same.  

Participants indicated their likelihood, divided 100 points between Dish X and Dish Y, and noted 

their choice. 

4.5.2 Results 

4.5.2.1 Manipulation check. The manipulation of  the imagined social presence of  a stranger, 

acquaintance, or close friend was successful. A 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) × 3 (social 

presence: stranger vs. acquaintance vs. close friend) ANOVA showed that only the main effect of  

social presence was significant (F(2,138) = 403.48, p < .001); the other main and interaction 

effects were insignificant (p > .20). That is, participants in the stranger, acquaintance, and close 

friend scenarios were more likely to report that they were in the presence of  a stranger, 

acquaintance, or close friend, respectively. The same method, applied to check relationship 

closeness, confirmed that only the main effect of  relationship closeness was significant (F(2,138) 

= 265.47, p < .001). Participants in the close friend condition (M = 6.14, SD = .87) felt closer to 

their counterpart than those in the acquaintance (M = 3.31, SD = 1.07) or stranger (M = 1.61, 

SD =.99) conditions. No other main or interaction effects were significant (p > .05).  

4.5.2.2 CFF scores. The CFF score were marginally higher for Chinese than for Dutch 

participants (M
Chinese

= 5.33, M
Dutch

 = 5.11, F(1, 144) = 2.74,  p = .10). 

4.5.2.3 Hypotheses test: H2a: The moderating effect of  social presence on the price–face link. 

4.5.2.3.1 DV1: Purchase likelihood. We ran a 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) × 3 

(social presence) ANOVA for purchase intentions for the high-priced dish. The results (left 

column, Table 4.4, Panel a) show that only the main effect of  face concerns was significant 

(F(2,138) = 21.83, p < .001): Chinese participants (M = 4.38, SD = 1.32) were more likely to buy 

the high-priced dish than their Dutch counterparts (M = 3.32, SD = 1.37). We summarize the 

average purchase likelihood for the high-priced dish in Table 4.4, Panel b. Because the main 

effect of  social presence and the interaction effects were insignificant (p > .50), H2a did not 

receive support. 

4.5.2.3.2 DV2: Purchase proportions. Similarly, the linear regression model (middle 

column, Table 4.4, Panel a) showed only a significant main effect of  face concerns (β = 11.04, t 

= 2.02, p < .05). The positive coefficient indicated that Chinese consumers (coded 1) were more 

likely to purchase the high-priced option than Dutch consumers (coded 0). In the middle part of  

Table 4.4, Panel b, Chinese participants (M = 35.64, SD = 20.58) revealed a higher average 

likelihood of  choosing the high-priced dish than Dutch participants (M = 27.03, SD = 16.71). 

No other effects were significant (p >.20), so the linear regression offered no support for H2a. 

4.5.2.3.3 DV3: Purchase choices. Finally, we conducted a logistic regression on consumer 

choice with (1)face concerns (Chinese vs. Dutch), (2) two dummy variables indicating whether 

the social presence was a stranger or acquaintance, and (3) their interactions: 

iiiii

iiiii

faceacquaβfacestranger

acquastrangerface)p/(p

εβ

ββββ

+×+×

++++=−

54

3210
1log

 (3) 

where p
i 
= the probability of  participant i choosing a high-priced dish; face

i 
= face concerns 

(dummy variable), equal to 1 when participant i is Chinese and 0 when participant i is Dutch; 
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stranger
i 
= dummy variable, equals to 1 if  participant i is in the stranger scenario and 0 otherwise; 

acqua
i 
= dummy variable, equals to 1 if  participant i is in the acquaintance scenario and 0 

otherwise; face
i 
× stranger

i
 equals 1 if  participant i is Chinese and in the stranger scenario and 0 

otherwise; and acqua
i
 ×face

i 
equals 1 if  participant i is Chinese and in an acquaintance scenario, 

and 0 otherwise, ε i
 is a disturbance term.  

The results (right column, Table 4.4, Panel a) revealed a main effect of  face concerns (β 

= 2.52, Wald = 5.19, p < .05), which was plotted in Figure 4.5 (see also Table 4.4, Panel b). As 

can be seen, Chinese participants (M = (23.81%+13.04%+36%)/3 = 24%) were more likely to 

choose the high-priced dish than their Dutch counterparts (M = (15%+12%+4.2%)/3 = 10%). 

No other main (p > .30) or interaction (p > .05) effects were significant. Thus, H2a is not 

supported. 



 

 

   Table 4.4: Study 2a findings 

a. Results: Effects of social presence and face concerns on purchase intentions for a high-priced option 

 

 

ANOVA (DV1)  Linear regression (DV2)  Logistic regression (DV3) 

F Sig.  Parameter Std.Error t-value Sig.  Parameter Wald Exp(  ) Sig. 

Intercept 1155.47 .001 26.00 3.95 6.58 .001 -3.09 9.14 .05 .003

Face concerns (Chinese = 1, Dutch = 

0) 

21.83 .001 11.04 5.48 2.02 .05 2.52 5.19 12.38 .023

Social presence .53 .59 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Stranger (stranger = 1, otherwise = 0) -- -- .61 5.59 .11 .91 1.19 1.0 3.3 .32

Acquaintance (acquaintance = 1, 

otherwise = 0) 

-- -- 2.31 5.43 .43 .67 1.05 .78 2.87 .38

Face concerns × social presence .10 .90 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Stranger × face concerns -- -- -.98 7.92 -.12 .90 -1.78 1.70 .17 19

Acquaintance × face concerns -- -- -5.89 7.60 -.78 .44 -2.52 3.21 .08 .07

R-squared / Nagelkerke R-squared .14 .06 .12 

 

b. Average purchase likelihood, purchase proportions, and purchase choice for a high-priced option 

Condition Stranger   Acquaintance  Close friend Average 

  Mean 
Std. 

deviation 

Sample  

size 
 Mean 

Std.  

deviation 

Sample  

size 
Mean 

Std.  

deviation 

Sample  

size 
Mean 

Std.  

deviation 

Sample  

size 

DV1:Purchase likelihood (7-point scale) 

Chinese 4.52 1.33 21  4.31 1.12 26  4.32 1.52 25  4.38 1.32 72 

Dutch 3.48 1.41 23  3.12 1.39 25  3.38 1.35 24  3.32 1.37 72 

Average 4 1.46 44  3.71 1.39 51  3.85 1.5 49     

DV2:Purchase proportions (100 points) 

Chinese 35.64 20.58 21  33.46 15.99 26  37.04 25.68 25  35.64 20.58 72 

Dutch 27.03 16.71 23  28.84 19.59 25  25.54 13.23 24  27.03 16.71 72 

Average 31.33 19.17 44  31.20 17.82 51  31.41 21.15 49     

DV3:Purchase choice (% in choosing high-priced option) 

Chinese .24 .44 21  .13 .33 26  .36 .49 25  .24 .43 72 

Dutch .15 .34 23  .12 .33 25  .04 .2 24  .10 .30 72 

Average .19 .39 44  .13 .33 51  .20 .41 49     

β
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Figure 4.5: Choice of the high-priced option for Study 2a 

 
 

4.5.2.4 Hypotheses test: H2b: the moderating effect of social presence on the distribution–face link. We 

used the same methods to test H2b, except that the dependent variable was the likelihood of  

shopping at the specialty store. The 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) by 3 (social presence) 

ANOVA results (left column, Table 4.5, Panel a) revealed only a significant main effect of  face 

concerns (F(1,138) = 9.63, p < .005): Chinese participants (M = 5.08, SD = 1.47) were are more 

likely to buy at specialty stores than Dutch participants (M = 4.26, SD = 1.74). The main effect 

of  social presence and the interaction effects were not significant (p > .30). The linear regression 

results (middle column, Table 4.5, Panel a) also revealed a significant main effect of  face 

concerns (β = 15.22, t = 2.09, p < .05), such that Chinese consumers (coded 1, M = 57.15, SD = 

24.73) appeared more likely to purchase at the specialty store than Dutch consumers (coded 0; M 

= 52.03, SD = 25.45). The other main (p > .15) and interaction (p > .05) effects were not 

significant. None of  the main or interaction effects received support in the logistic regression 

(right column, Table 4.5, Panel a; p > .30). We summarize the mean purchase likelihood, 

proportions, and purchase choice in Table 4.5, Panel b. Because we found insignificant 

interaction effects of  face concerns and social presence, H2b did not receive support.
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   Table 4.5. Study 2b findings 

a. Results: Effects of social presence and face concerns on purchase intentions for shopping at specialty stores 

 

 

ANOVA (DV1) Linear regression (DV2) Logistic regression (DV3) 

F Sig. Parameter Std. Error t-value Sig. Parameter Wald Exp(  ) Sig.

Intercept 1196.36 .001 46.30 5.24 8.83 .001 .09 .04 1.09 .84

Face concerns (Chinese = 1, Dutch = 

0) 

9.63 .002 15.22 7.27 2.09 .04 .49 .69 1.63 .41

Social presence .99 .38 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Stranger (stranger = 1, otherwise = 0) -- -- 10.04 7.42 1.36 .18 .54 .02 1.72 .37

Acquaintance (acquaintance = 1, 

otherwise = 0) 

-- -- 6.97 7.20 .97 .34 .22 .15 1.25 .70

Face concerns × social presence .36 .70 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Stranger × face concerns -- -- -19.04 10.51 -1.81 .07 -.63 .54 .53 .46

Acquaintance × face concerns -- -- -11.79 10.07 -1.17 .24 -.49 .36 .61 .55

R-squared / Nagelkerke R-squared .05 .03 .01 

 
b. Average purchase likelihood, purchase proportions, and purchase choice for shopping at specialty stores 

Condition Stranger  Acquaintance  Close friend Average 

  Mean
Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size
Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 
Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 
Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 

DV1:Purchase likelihood (7-point scale) 

Chinese 5.43 1.47 23 4.96 1.54 25 4.92 1.41 24 5.08 1.47 72 

Dutch 4.39 1.92 21 4.44 1.61 26 3.96 1.73 25 4.26 1.74 72 

Average 4.89 1.78 44 4.71 1.58 51 4.45 1.63 49    

DV2:Purchase proportions (100 points) 

Chinese 52.52 24.14 23 56.69 24.38 25 61.52 25.80 24 57.15 24.73 72 

Dutch 56.35 27.80 21 54.20 25.28 26 46.63 22.95 25 52.03 25.45 72 

Average 54.52 25.89 44 55.47 24.61 51 53.73 25.49 49    

DV3:Purchase choice (% in choosing high-priced option) 

Chinese .62 .50 23 .58 .50 25 .64 .49 24 .61 .49 72 

Dutch .65 .49 21 .60 .50 26 .50 .51 25 .58 .50 72 

Average .64 .49 44 .59 .50 51 .57 .50 49    

β
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4.5.2.5 Hypotheses test: H2c: the moderating effect of social presence on the brand–face link. The 2 

(face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) by 3 (social presence) AVOVA results for H2c (left column, 

Table 4.6, Panel a) showed that only the main effect of  face concerns was significant (F(1,138) = 

25.77, p < .001). Chinese participants’ (M = 5.85, SD = 1.27) purchase intentions for name 

brand products were higher than those of  their Dutch counterparts (M = 4.36, SD = 2.10). No 

other main or interaction effects were significant (p > .20). The linear regression(β = 26.32, t = 

3.13, p < .05) and logistic regression (β = 2.36, Wald = 7.73, p < .005) (middle and right columns, 

Table 4.6, Panel a) confirmed the significant main effect of  face concerns but insignificant main 

effect of  social presence (p > .50) and insignificant interaction effect (p > .70). As we summarize 

in Table 4.6, Panel b, Chinese participants (M = 77.36, SD = 21.41; average choice share = 93%) 

exhibited a greater likelihood of  buying the name-branded toothpaste than their Dutch 

counterparts (M = 51.07, SD = 34.68; average choice share = 56%), but the interaction effect 

was not significant, so we cannot confirm H2c. 



 

 

    Table 4.6. Study 2c findings 

a. Results: Effects of social presence and face concerns on purchase intentions for branded products 

 

 

ANOVA (DV1)  Linear regression (DV2)  Logistic regression (DV3) 

F Sig.  Parameter Std. Error t-value Sig.  Parameter Wald Exp(  ) Sig. 

Intercept 1226.76 .001  51.04 6.06 8.42 .001  .09 .04 1.09 .84 

Face concerns (Chinese = 1, Dutch = 0) 25.77 .001  26.32 8.40 3.13 .002  2.36 7.73 10.54 .005 

Social presence 1.63 .20  -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- 

Stranger (stranger = 1, otherwise = 0) -- --  -4.78 8.57 -.56 .58  0 0 1.0 1.0 

Acquaintance (acquaintance = 1, otherwise = 0) -- --  4.30 8.32 .52 .61  .38 .44 1.47 .51 

Face concerns × social presence .071 .93  -- -- -- --  -- -- -- -- 

Stranger × face concerns -- --  1.71 12.15 .14 .89  .55 .16 1.74 .69 

Acquaintance × face concerns -- --  -2.47 11.65 -.21 .83  -.34 .08 .71 .78 

R-squared / Nagelkerke R-squared .15  .18  .27 

 

 

b. Average purchase likelihood, purchase proportion, and purchase choice for name-branded products 

Condition Stranger  Acquaintance   Close friend  Average 

  Mean
Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 
Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 
 Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 
 Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 

DV1:Purchase likelihood (7-point scale) 

Chinese 5.52 1.63 23 6.08 1.02 25  5.88 1.17 24  5.85 1.27 72 

Dutch 3.91 2.15 21 4.60 2.18 26  4.54 1.98 25  4.36 2.10 72 

Average 4.68 2.07 44 5.35 1.83 51  5.22 1.74 49     

DV2:Purchase proportions (100 points) 

Chinese 74.29 23.36 23 79.19 17.14 25  77.36 24.16 24  77.36 21.41 72 

Dutch 46.26 34.58 21 53.76 37.47 26  52.88 32.71 25  51.07 34.68 72 

Average 59.64 32.65 44 66.73 31.40 51  65.37 30.94 49     

DV3:Purchase choice (% in choosing high-priced option) 

Chinese .95 .22 23 .92 .27 25  .92 .28 24  .93 .26 72 

Dutch .52 .51 21 .60 .50 26  .54 .51 25  .56 .50 72 

Average .73 .45 44 .76 .43 51  .73 .45 49     

β
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4.5.2.6 Hypotheses test: H2d: the moderating effect of social presence on the promotion–face link. 

Finally, the 2 (face concerns: Chinese vs. Dutch) by 3 (social presence) ANOVA results for H2d 

(left column, Table 4.7, Panel a) only showed a significant main effect of  face concerns (F(1,138) 

= 6.40, p < .001); Chinese participants (M = 3.35, SD = 1.31) were more likely to avoid buying 

discounted items than Dutch participants (M = 2.78, SD = 1.48). The linear regression results 

(right column, Table 4.7, Panel a) did not confirm any significance though (p > 1.0), so we 

cannot affirm H2d. We summarize the values for the average purchase likelihood and purchase 

choice in Table 4.7, Panel b. Note that given we only have a very small sample size (i.e., 1 Dutch 

and 7 Chinese among 72 Chinese and 72 Dutch respondents chose the original priced dish), we 

could not perform a logistic regression. Therefore, we did not include the results from logistic 

regression. 

4.5.3 Conclusions and Discussion 

First, Chinese consumers (vs. Dutch consumers) in general are more likely to choose high-priced, 

name brand options, regardless of  the social presence context. That is, the main effects of  face 

concerns in Studies 2a (price) and 2c (brand) were consistently significant, unlike the main effects 

of  face concerns in Study 2b (distribution) and Study 2d (sales promotions). Price and brand 

thus appear to offer relatively better indicators of  face than distribution and sales promotions. 

Second, we found no differences for Chinese and Dutch consumers in terms of  their purchases 

of  high-priced options, name brand products, products without price promotions, or items 

available in specialty stores, regardless of  whether an acquaintance is present, rather than a 

stranger or close friend. Hence, we found no support for the hypotheses H2a to H2d. This is 

possible given, as we explained earlier, consumers in collectivistic cultures, on average, are more 

likely to perceive an interdependent self  and “others” plays a more important role than 

consumers in more individualistic cultures, which creates more possibilities, on average, of  social 

comparisons that induce a greater need for face. Thus, when there is a person around, no matter 

who he/she is, Chinese consumers’ face concerns would be elicited. Thus, our data show that 

Chinese participants’ purchase intentions do not differ, regardless of  whether a stranger, 

acquaintance, or close friend is present. It would be advisable to measure subjects’ 

interdependent and independent selves in future studies, to validate this inference.



 

 

Table 4.7: Study 2d findings 

a. Results: Effect of social presence and face concerns on purchase intentions for products without sales promotions 

 

 

ANOVA (DV1) Linear regression (DV2) 

F Sig. Parameter Std.Error t-value Sig. 

Intercept 694.55 .001 24.39 3.56 6.85 .001 

Face concerns (Chinese = 1, Dutch = 0) 6.40 .01 .01 4.94 .002 .99 

Social presence .09 .92 -- --  -- 

Stranger (stranger = 1, otherwise = 0) -- -- -7.48 5.04 -1.49 .14 

Acquaintance (acquaintance = 1, otherwise = 0) -- -- -5.08 4.89 -1.04 .30 

Face concerns × social presence 2.56 .08 -- --  -- 

Stranger × face concerns -- -- 9.03 7.14 1.27 .21 

Acquaintance × face concerns -- -- 3.18 6.84 .47 .64 

R-squared / Nagelkerke R-squared .04 .03 

Note: We don't have sufficient respondents to perform a logistic regression, as only 1 Dutch and 7 Chinese among 72 Chinese and 72 Dutch 

respondents chose the original priced dish. Therefore, we do not report the logistic regression results. 

b. Average purchase likelihood, purchase proportions, and purchase choice for products without sales promotions 

Condition Stranger   Acquaintance   Close friend  Average 

 Mean 
Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 
 Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 
 Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Sample 

size 
 Mean 

Std.  

deviation 

Sample 

size 

DV1:Purchase likelihood (7-point scale) 

Chinese 3.71 1.49 23 3.42 1.24 25  2.96 1.17 25 3.35 1.31 72 

Dutch 2.57 1.47 21 2.68 1.57 26  3.08 1.41 24 2.78 1.48 72 

Average 3.11 1.57 44 3.06 1.45 51  3.02 1.28 49    

DV2:Purchase proportions (100 points) 

Chinese 25.95 21.19 21 22.50 14.78 25 24.21 18.67 24  24.17 17.98 72 

Dutch 16.91 14.28 23 19.28 19.08 26 24.40 13.57 25  20.17 15.97 72 

Average 21.23 18.28 44 20.92 16.93 51 24.31 16.20 49     

DV3:Purchase choice (% in choosing high-priced option) 

Chinese .19 .40 23 .08 .27 25 .04 .20 25 .10 .30 72 

Dutch    0        0 21 .04 .20 26        0        0 24 .01 .12 72 

Average .09 .29 44 .06 .24 51 .02 .14 49    
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4.6 ADDITIONAL ANALYSES 

4.6.1 Using Individual Differences in CFF Scores 

Thus far, we have uncovered no significant interaction effects in any of  the studies,14 which 

might be because we used nationality (Chinese vs. Dutch) as a proxy for high or low face 

concerns, according to face theory (Section 4.2.2). Yet across all studies, Chinese and Dutch 

respondents do not differ on the CFF measure (M
Chinese

= 5.40, M
Dutch

 = 5.11, F(1, 88)=2.53, p 

= .12 for Studies 1a & 1b; M
Chinese

= 5.33, M
Dutch

 = 5.11, F(1, 144) = 2.74, p = .10 for Study 2a-d). 

Furthermore, when using nationality as a proxy, possible omitted variables such as uncertainty 

avoidance and long-term orientation are likely to have a confound impact on the results. Thus, we 

pooled Chinese and Dutch CFF scores and repeated the analyses using individual CFF scores. We 

also applied median, tertile, and quartile splits and used the various outcome as the independent 

variable. However, we did not obtain any significant results. This might be because the eight-item 

CFF scale (see Appendix C) measures face concerns only in a broad sense, rather than in a 

consumption context. 

4.6.2 Moderated Mediation Analysis 

We therefore include the price–face link15 as a mediator between face concerns and purchase 

intentions for a high-priced option. Face theory suggests that consumers with higher face 

concerns have a greater tendency to relate price to face (for details, please refer to Section 4.2.3). 

The objective of  this section therefore is to conduct a moderated mediation analysis, in which we 

examine whether, as we have predicted, the price–face link mediates high face concerned 

consumers’ purchase intentions for a high-priced option only for high visibility products, but not 

for low visibility products (Study 1a); only for high tangibility products, but not for low 

tangibility products (Study 1b); and only when an acquaintance is present, but not when a 

stranger or close friend is present (Study 2a). Similarly, this investigation tests the mediating role 

of  other marketing mix–face links by considering whether the distribution–face, brand–face, and 

promotion–face links mediate high face concerned consumers’ intentions to shop at specialty 

stores (Study 2b), buy brand name products (Study 2c), or buy products with no price discounts 

(Study 2d), especially if  an acquaintance is present.  

The theoretical framework (see Figure 4.6) features a second-stage moderated 

mediation16 model (Edwards & Lambert, 2007, Model 3 in Preacher et al., 2007): The effect of  

                                                        
14 I performed the same experiments with Chinese participants in the Netherlands who showed more similar 

purchase intentions to the Dutch participants than to the Chinese participants in Beijing. 
15 To check whether and to what extent price is an indicator of  face, we collected data on the price–face link during 

the experiments by including two adapted CFF items from Cocroft and Ting-Toomey (1994), rated on seven-point 

Likert scales (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). For example, in Study 1b,“Relative to 89 Euro [49 Euro], do 

you think that 139 Euro [79 Euro] for a watch [musical] can signal your social status?” and “Relative to 89 Euro [49 

Euro], do you think that 139 Euro [79 Euro] for a watch [musical] can enhance your self-image?” (α=.89). The 

price–face link score is derived from the average of  the two-item price–face link measures. In a similar vein, brand–, 

distribution–, promotion–face links were derived. All marketing mix–face links can be found in Appendix A1-A3.  
16 Moderated mediation refers to a mediated effect that varies across levels of  a moderator variable (Edwards & 

Lambert, 2007, p. 6-7). 
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the marketing mix–face links (mediator) on purchase intentions (dependent variable) in the 

mediation model is moderated by product visibility/tangibility/social presence (moderator).  

 

Figure 4.6: Conceptual model of  moderated mediation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Taking Study 1b as an example, the second-stage moderated mediation model requires 

estimates of  the coefficients in two regression equations. The logic described here applies to 

Study 1a and Studies 2a–d as well. That is, 

i
link = 

ii
face εββ ++

10
, and (4) 

i
purchase  = 

′
+×+++
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′
iiiiii

ytangibilitlinkytangibilitlinkface εβββββ
43210

, (5) 

where
i

link is participant i's average score on the two-item price–face link (Appendix A2);
 i
face

represents the face concerns dummy variable, which equals1 when participant i’s CFF score is 

equal to or above the median (Mdn = 5.31 for Studies 1a & 1b; Mdn = 5.38 for Studies 2a–d) and 

0 when participant i’s CFF score is below the median;
 i
purchase refers to participant i’s 

purchase intentions toward a high-priced watch/musical; 
i
ytangibilit is the product tangibility 

dummy variable, equal to 1 if  participant i is in the watch condition and 0 if  participant i is in a 

musical condition; and 
ii
ytangibilitlink × represents the interaction term to measure if  

participant i is in the watch scenario and his or her tendency to relate price to face. Finally, 
 
β
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1
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are the estimated regression coefficients;
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′are the regression intercepts; 

and 
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′are the error terms. 

According to Preacher et al. (2007) and Edwards and Lambert (2007), a moderated 

mediation hypothesis is supported if  the path from face concerns to the price–face link is 

significant, and the effect of  the price–face link on purchase intentions depends on the level of  

product tangibility. The conditional indirect effect of  face concerns on purchase intentions 

through the price–face link at different levels of  product tangibility also can be quantified as

ytangibilit
4111

ββββω +
′

= . According to the most recent research of  Hayes (2014), 
 
β
1  
β

4
 is the 

index of  moderated mediation, which quantifies the effect of  product tangibility on the indirect 

effect of  face concerns on purchase intentions through the price–face link. Following from an 
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inference about whether this relationship is different from zero, we can confirm whether 

moderated mediation exists. In other words, if  this test produces a claim that an indirect effect is 

moderated, any conditional indirect effects estimated at different values of  the moderator would 

be significantly different from each other.  

4.6.2.1 Results. We conducted the moderated mediation analysis using the PROCESS 

macro for SPSS, as described and documented by Hayes (2013), to obtain both a bootstrapped 

confidence interval and the moderated mediation index. An example of  the PROCESS 

commands appears in Appendix D. The results showed that no studies (see Appendix E–I), 

except for Study 1b, yielded a significant moderated mediation. Table 4.8 displays the results for 

Study 1b. As the left column shows, consumers with higher face concerns are more likely to link 

price to face,
 
β
1
= .611, 90% CI = .075 to 1.147, p = .061. Furthermore, we find a marginally 

significant interaction effect in the model with purchase choice as a dependent variable, such that 

the effect of  the price–face link on choosing the high-priced option depends on product 

tangibility, 
 
β

4
= .845, 90% CI = .108 to 1.581, p = .059 (right column, Table 4.8).  

Following Hayes (2014), we also calculated the indirect effect, which is a linear function 

of  product tangibility ( ytangibilit
4111

ββββω +
′

= ) with the intercept 
 
β
1  
β
1

′= .138 and slope 
 
β
1

 
β

4
= .516. This slope is the weight in the function that links the indirect effect to the moderator, 

that is, the index of  moderated mediation. Because it is positive, the indirect effect of  face 

concerns on choosing a high-priced option through the price–face link is an increasing function 

of  product tangibility.  

A bootstrap confidence interval for the index of  moderated mediation that does not 

include zero provides more direct and definitive evidence of  moderated mediation. In this case, a 

90% bootstrap confidence interval based on 1000 bootstrap samples does not include zero (.022 

to 2.727). Specifically, when purchasing tangible products (i.e., watch), consumers with high (vs. 

low) face concerns are more likely to choose a high-priced option; for low tangibility products 

(i.e., experiential products, musical), there are no significant differences between high and low 

face consumers in the choice of  the high-priced option. As a whole, we thus have 90% 

confidence that the indirect effect of  face concerns on purchase choice for a high-priced option 

depends on product tangibility. That is, we find marginally significant support for H1b in one of  

our studies. 

4.6.2.2 Discussion. The moderated mediation analysis conducted using the price–face link 

(i.e., tendency to relate price to face) as the mediator revealed only marginally significant support 

for H1b in one of  our studies, suggesting that differences in product tangibility drove differences 

in high face concerned consumers’ purchase intentions toward a high-priced option. The 

price–face link mediated the relationship between face concerns and choosing a high-priced 

option, but only for products with high tangibility such as watches. For products with low 

product tangibility, such as the musical, no such pattern of  mediation emerged. We also did not 

find support for H1a and H2a–d, consistent with our previous findings from the moderation 

analysis. Therefore, face signaling may not be a primary need or salient goal that is constantly 

activated. Instead, products with high absolute prices(e.g., Liao & Wang, 2009), or material 

products with relatively great price differences have greater potential to trigger face concerns. In 

contrast, toothpaste and ice cream are low value products, and the price differences between the 

139 and 89 Euro cell phone/mattress, or the 10.9 and 6.9 Euro restaurant dishes, were not 
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enough to invoke face concerns. Because face was not activated in Study 1a or Studies 2a–d, we 

did not find any significant interaction effects. Another possibility might be that distribution and 

promotion were weak indicators of  face, in which case we should not be surprised that we did 

not find many significant results for Study 2, as we elaborate in detail in the general discussion. 

 



 

 

           Table 4.8: Moderated mediation results of Study 1b: Mediating role of the price–face link 

 Price–face link  Purchase likelihood(DV1)  Purchase proportions(DV2)  Purchase choice(DV3) 

 Coeff. 90% CI  Coeff. 90% CI  Coeff. 90% CI  Coeff. 90% CI 

Face concerns  

(IV) 
 
β
1
→ .611* .075, 1.147 

 
β
1

′
→ -.078 -.624,.468 

 
β
1

′
→ -8.640** -16.916,-.365 

 
β
1

′
→ -.510 -1.460,.441 

(.322 )  (.328)    (4.162)    (.578)   

Price–face link 

(Mediator) 

  
 
β

2
→ .226 -.019,.471 

 
β

2
→ 3.602* .494,6.711 

 
β

2
→ -.066 -.617,.486 

  (.147)    (1.869)    (.336)   

Product tangibility 

(Moderator) 
    

 
β

3
→ -.852 -2.542,.838 

 
β

3
→ -2.409 -28.044,23.227 

 
β

3
→ -1.733 

-4.988,1.52

1 

     (1.016)    (12.893)    (1.978)   

Price–face link × 

Product tangibility 

    
 
β

4
→ .331 -.038,.700 

 
β

4
→ 2.314 -3.279,7.906 

 
β

4
→.845* .108, 1.581 

    (.222)    (2.813)    (.448)   

Constant 
 
β

0
→ 3.956*** 3.577,4.334 

 
β

0

′
→ 2.444*** 1.462,3.426 

 
β

0

′
→ 24.706*** 12.246,37.165 

 
β

0

′
→-1.854 -3.972, .265 

 (.228)    (.591)    (7.492)    (1.289)   

 
  R

2= .039   R
2= .206   R

2= .201 Nagelkerke  R
2

= .359 

 F(1,88) = 3.594, p < .061 F (4,85) = 5.515, p < .005 F(4,85) = 5.342, p < .001    

*p < .10   **p < .05   ***p < .01 
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4.6.3 Posttests 

Empirical studies and literature suggest that consumers from collectivistic cultures such as China 

care more about face than consumers from individualistic cultures like the Netherlands. They 

also tend to assume that buying a product with a high price signals face (i.e., price–face link). 

Noting these two assumptions, we have sought to explore the moderating impact of  product 

visibility, product tangibility, and social presence on the relationship between face concerns and 

purchase intentions toward high-priced options (price–face link), as well as name brand products 

(brand–face link), products without price promotions (promotion–face link), and items available 

in specialty stores (distribution–face link). We used two approaches to test our hypotheses: 1) 

using nationality as a proxy for face concerns; 2) median split on individual’s CFF scores. 

Throughout the two methods, almost no interaction effects were significant. These insignificant 

moderating results prompted us to check whether our foundational assumption i.e., high price 

signals face, is valid in general.  

4.6.3.1 In general, to which extent does price indicate face? We conducted two posttests. We 

initially surveyed 26 Chinese students17 from a large university in Beijing, using an adapted 

version of  the eight-item Chinese price–face signal scale developed by Wang and Zhang (2011) 

(see Appendix C); to the best of  our knowledge, it is the only existing scale that establishes a 

direct link between price and face. The participants used seven-point Likert response scales (1 = 

strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). The Cronbach’s alpha of  the scale was .92, indicating good 

reliability, though the absolute mean score of  4.01 for the price–face signal scale was not very 

high. This moderate value might reflect the Chinese students’ living situations; most of  them 

have only a small scholarship to live on and thus might not pay much attention to face in their 

consumption choices. Alternatively, the Chinese scale that we adapted might not have been well 

validated. Next, to address this latter possibility, we conducted a second posttest with Wang and 

Zhang’s (2011) Chinese scale and an adjusted version of  Li and Su’s (2007), to measure price as 

an indicator of  face (see Appendix C). To exclude the effect of  income, we recruited 23 MBA 

participants, who should be somewhat more affluent than regular university students. The 

Cronbach’s alphas were good (.80 and .88), but the means were 3.94 and 3.66 for Wang and 

Zhang’s (2011) and Li and Su’s (2007) price–face signal, respectively. Given that these numbers 

are close to the middle of  the scale (4), thus, the second posttest does not indicate price is an 

obvious indicator for face either.  

These posttest results, answering to which extent price is an indicator of  face in general, 

are consistent with our checks for price–face link in various specific scenarios in the main studies. 

For example, in Study 1a, even for visible products such as cell phones, participants believed that 

the high-priced version signaled face only to a moderate degree (MChina= 3.83, MDutch= 4.15, 

F(1,45) = .58, p > .40). In Study 1b, even for watches—a product frequently used to signal status 

in prior research (e.g., Song, 2012)—we found a minimal price–face link (MChinese= 4.81, MDutch= 

4.67, F(1, 45) = .12, p > .70). Finally, Study 2 showed that the mean price–face link was lower 

than the median for both Chinese and Dutch participants (MChinese= 2.69, MDutch= 2.95, F(1, 45) 

                                                        
17 It is common to use this relatively low number of  respondents in these kinds of  posttest (see Barling, Weber, & Kelloway, 

1996). In the main studies, we find that Chinese and Dutch respondents perceive the price–face link to a similar degree, so we 

only included Chinese MBA students in the posttest for practical reasons. 
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= .12, p > .70). Therefore, both the posttests and the manipulation checks indicated a weak 

price–face relationship. 

4.6.3.2 In general, to which extent do the other marketing mix elements indicate face? Similar to our 

efforts for the extent that price indicates face, we conducted posttests for the relationships of  

distribution, brand, and promotion to face using adjusted versions of  Li and Su’s (2007)and 

Wang and Zhang’s (2011) scales. Example items included, “By using name brand/promoted 

products, I gain admiration from others” and “By shopping at specialty stores, I gain admiration 

from others” (1 = completely disagree, 7 = completely agree). The Cronbach’s alphas were all 

good (α> .7). However, the average scores were rather low, whether we used Li and Su’s (2011) 

scale (Mdistribution = 3.51, Mbrand = 3.79, Mpromotion = 3.39) or Wang and Zhang’s (2011) indicators 

(Mdistribution = 3.17, Mbrand = 3.94, Mpromotion = 2.76). 

4.7 CONCLUSION AND GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Chapter 4 started with two simple questions: Why different consumers make completely 

different judgments of  the same product, according to their own perceptions of  its contribution 

to their face? Why might the same consumer choose a cheap restaurant when eating with close 

friends but an expensive one with colleagues? We used face theory as explanations, which 

assumes that 1) consumers from collectivist cultures exhibit higher face concerns than consumers 

from individualistic cultures, and 2) high price signals face (e.g., Liao & Wang, 2009). Across two 

Internet-based experiments and using two approaches for measuring face concerns (i.e., 

nationality and CFF score), we examined the moderating role of  product visibility, product 

tangibility, and social presence on the relationship between face concerns and purchase 

intentions.  

Conclusion 1: Our results highlight that Chinese (vs. Dutch) consumers are more likely 

to buy a high-priced option in general, regardless of  product visibility, product tangibility, or 

social presence.  

4.7.1 Why Almost All Main Effects Are Significant? 

4.7.1.1 Culture-related explanation. This might be because on average, relatively more 

Western (Dutch) consumers will hold an independent self-view, and relatively more Eastern 

(Chinese) consumers embrace an interdependent self, inherently related to the surrounding 

context (Ting-Toomy & Kurogi, 1998). In turn, the interpersonal relationships of  Chinese 

people tend to be closer in general, which reduces the distinction between privately and publicly 

consumed products. This rationale could explain why, in Study 1a, Chinese consumers’ purchase 

intentions toward high-priced options did not differ between the cell phone and mattress. An 

interdependent self  also makes the other, or the self  in relation to others, focal; others in turn 

are important for social comparisons and reflected appraisals (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). Thus 

in Study 1b, we found that Chinese consumers were more likely to buy high-priced tickets to a 

musical than Dutch consumers. Musicals are usually watched with others, so Chinese consumers, 

who care about others’ opinions, buy the high-priced tickets to help them enhance their face, 

showing others that they are generous and respectful of  others’ face as well. In a similar vein, 

Chinese consumers with their interdependent self-views care about others’ comments. If  another 

person is present, no matter who that person is, Chinese consumers care about how others view 
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them. Thus, in our data, Chinese participants’ purchase intentions for a high-priced option did 

not differ, regardless of  whether a stranger, acquaintance, or close friend was present. 

4.7.1.2 Alternative explanations. In addition to face and self-construal theories, the market 

environment might help explain the results. China, as an emerging market, mainly features 

market heterogeneity and unbranded competition, leading to greater variance relative to the 

mean for virtually all available products and services. As much as 60% of  consumption involves 

unbranded products and services (Sheth, 2011), for which quality information is difficult to 

access (Lichtenstein & Burton, 1989). Over time, this market environment may have encouraged 

Chinese consumers to form the general belief  that a cheap price means poor products. In 

contrast, the developed market of  the Netherlands encompasses intense competition and 

extensive regulation, which make abundant, comparable goods widely available (Zhou, Su, &Bao, 

2002). The quality of  private labels is also generally higher in the Netherlands than in China. 

Therefore, equally low prices indicate different risks in China versus the Netherlands. In China, 

market heterogeneity and unorganized competition increases the risk to consumers of  buying a 

low priced product. Therefore, Chinese consumers, who also exhibit high risk aversion 

(Hofstede, 1980), tend to pay a higher price to feel secure or avoid the risk of  receiving poor 

quality products. In the Netherlands, the relatively low variance across products allows Dutch 

consumers to feel assured that they can buy a product of  a (relative) good quality at a low price. 

Therefore, Chinese consumers are more likely to choose a high-priced option, regardless of  the 

situation. 

Conclusion 2: In one of  our studies, we find marginally significant support for the 

indirect effect of  face concerns (CFF scores) on choosing a high-priced option, through the 

price–face link, which is an increasing function of  product tangibility. The price–face link 

mediated the relationship between face concerns and choosing a high-priced option, but only for 

products with high tangibility. That is, when purchasing tangible products (e.g., watch), 

consumers with high (vs.) low face concerns are more likely to choose a high-priced option; for 

low tangibility products (e.g., musical), there is no significant difference in the choices of  high 

and low face consumers for high-priced options. This finding provides some preliminary 

evidence that face products can extend beyond luxury products, in contrast with previous 

arguments that only luxury products with absolutely high prices can signal face (e.g., Liao & 

Wang, 2009). We show that material products with relatively high prices may also elicit face 

concerns, and accordingly, high face concerned consumers tend to spend more in those product 

categories. 

4.7.2 Why Almost No Moderating Effects Are Significant? 

Across the studies, we find almost no significant moderating effects to support our hypotheses. 

This is probably because of  two reasons: 1) CFF scores do not differ significantly between Chinese 

and Dutch samples(MChinese= 5.40, MDutch = 5.11, F(1, 88)=2.53, p = .12 for Studies 1a & 1b; 

MChinese= 5.33, MDutch = 5.11, F(1, 144) = 2.74, p = .10 for Study 2a-d). 2) price ( as well as other 

marketing mix elements) is not seen as signaling face.  

4.7.2.1 Why CFF scores do not differ significantly between the two samples? We suspect this might 

be because face is a social phenomenon, but we only collected data from one social group of  

students, who live in a relatively closed environment and may not have adapted completely to 

society. Their consumer psychology and behavior may be relatively immature, rather than 
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completely representative of  mainstream consumers. The differences between Chinese and 

Dutch consumers’ CFF scores likely would be more significant if  we included data from various 

social groups, who are more representative of  consumers. 

4.7.2.2 Why price is a weak indicator of  face? Across two posttests and various price–face link 

checks, we consistently find that the assumption that high price signals face is not true, despite 

frequent, nearly ubiquitous claims that it is. We thus consider some possible reasons for this 

weak relationship, to advance theory.  

Price is a complex stimulus (Lichtenstein et al., 1993), and a high price is associated with 

many variables other than face. In pricing literature, high price can be a negative indicator of  

economic sacrifice (e.g., Erickson & Johansson, 1985) or a positive indicator of  quality (Brucks 

et al., 2000), prestige (Lichtenstein et al., 1993), face (Li & Su, 2007), uniqueness (Nagel & 

Holden, 2002), or hedonism (Volckner, 2008). Consumers thus generate both positive and 

negative interpretations of  a high price, and some consumers may be more affected by the 

negative (positive) component. Our study participants are all university students, such that they 

might not have achieved economic independence, in which case a high price may be more likely 

to exert negative impacts on purchase intentions. Even if  high price enhances face, this positive 

effect might be mitigated or overridden by other factors. That is, we posit that the ultimate result 

for our dependent variable, purchase intentions toward the higher priced option, might reflect 

not any single factor but rather the integral effect across all factors.  

Another possible explanation pertains to the multifaceted nature of  face, which is 

inherently related to the context and surrounding group. Consumption of  high-priced products 

is not the sole source of  face. According to Goffman’s (1955) definition, consumption-unrelated 

dimensions, such as achievement (e.g., publishing many papers in top journals) or ability (e.g., 

going to a top university, earning high grades), also contribute to enhance face. Furthermore, not 

all consumers who score high on face concerns agree that a high-priced product enhances face; a 

high grade might be more effective for enhancing students’ face in particular. This logic is 

consistent with the contradictory inferences of  Bao et al. (2003), who find that though Chinese 

consumers have more face concerns than their U.S. counterparts, and face concerns relate 

positively to brand consciousness and price–quality orientations, Chinese consumers still express 

lower scores on these orientations. 

Nor is face signaling a primary need or salient goal, activated at all times. Face is often 

considered dynamic in nature, mainly related to front-stage behaviors (Goffman, 1955). In our 

experiments, we did not prime face concerns explicitly, instead we only used high versus low 

price comparisons, with product category (e.g., cell phone) or social presence as implicit stimuli 

designed to trigger participants’ desire to gain face by choosing a high-priced option. However, 

implicit stimuli might elicit participants’ face concerns only below a certain level, such that face 

consciousness might not be activated, in which case face concerns would never have influenced 

our participants’ purchase intentions. Also, many researchers (e.g., Ho, 1976; Zhang et al., 2011) 

propose that when people’s face remains unthreatened, their need for face signaling is not salient; 

they become far more concerned with protecting than with gaining face (as is the case in our 

experiments). Thus, participants may express little interest in gaining face through extra efforts 

or showing off  their wealth, whereas everyone needs to save face to maintain at least a minimum 

level of  effective social functioning (Ho, 1976). 
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Finally, some confounding factors not considered in the current study could interfere 

with the relationship between high price and face. For example, in a highly competitive, fair 

market environment, price might be a good indicator of  face. Using price to infer face does not 

impose much risk on consumers in this case (Tellis & Gaeth, 1990). But in less competitive, 

non-transparent markets, price may not offer a good indicator. In China’s pricing system, a high 

price is not always a fair price. Historically, a lack of  intensive competition and incomplete 

regulation led to a relatively unfair pricing system, compared with the markets in many developed 

countries (Zhou & Nakamoto, 2001). Some name brand products continue to be overpriced; 

some general products appear underpriced, due to poor marketing administration (Fan & Xiao, 

1998). In addition, weak regulation allows for massive amounts of  fake products in the market, 

which are priced higher than their actual value, and even could be unsafe or fatal to use (e.g., 

food, electronic products; Ho & Sin, 1988). Bolton et al. (2010) find that paying a higher price 

than another customer leads to particularly strong perceptions of  unfairness, which may result in 

face-losing emotional responses, such as anger or shame. Therefore, base on this reasoning we 

may conclude that Chinese consumers may tend to doubt the credibility of  price as an indicator 

of  face.  

4.7.3 Implications, Limitations, and Future Research 

Our findings that Chinese consumers tend to purchase high-priced option regardless of  situations 

offer some implications for pricing strategies. In the past, many multinationals have made the 

mistake of  going too cheap in China, assuming that Chinese consumers are too price-sensitive 

(Rein, 2012; p. 12). At present, according to our study, Western companies seeking business 

opportunities in China may consider maintaining a steady price or even raise it to attract the 

Chinese consumers (Zhou & Nakatamo, 2001). In Western markets in contrast, raising the price 

may not be effective, because Western consumers are less likely to buy a high-priced option. In a 

word, managers must adjust their pricing strategies for Eastern and Western cultural markets. As an 

example, Starbucks has tapped demand for premium experiences and tweaked its marketing, such 

that it represents an upscale brand in China, rather than relying on the mass market image it has 

developed in the United States. In 2011, its outlets thus were more profitable in China (operating 

margins = 34.6 percent) than in the United States (operating margins = 21.8 percent).  

Our findings that the indirect effect of  face concerns on choosing a high-priced option, 

through the price–face link, which is an increasing function of  product tangibility provide some 

preliminary implications for marketers from different industries. For material (e.g., watch) 

products, it is advisable to set a price higher than competitors’, to enhance consumers’ face 

perceptions and thus their purchase intentions. For experiential (e.g., musicals) products though, 

it is wiser to set a comparable price, because a higher price will not increase consumers’ 

perceived face. 

Beyond the flawed assumption that high price signals face, we acknowledge several 

limitations of  our experimental design, particularly in terms of  the appropriateness of  the 

chosen stimuli and the price differences between high- and low-priced options.  

In Study 1a, we expected that compared with consumers with less face concern (i.e., 

Dutch), the purchase intentions of  consumers with more face concern (i.e., Chinese) for a 

high-priced option would be higher only for publicly consumed products (cell phone), not for 

privately consumed products (mattress). However, purchase decisions for mattresses may be 
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influenced by utilitarian factors, such as comfort (material, elasticity, softness). Customers might 

choose a high-priced mattress not for face-related reasons but because they seek comfort. In this 

case, Chinese consumers with high face concern still would choose the high-priced option, even 

though the product is privately consumed. Further studies could address this limitation by using 

a single, face-related product and varying its visibility. This recommendation implies the use of  a 

scenario study, with the same product presented in one high visibility condition and one low 

visibility condition. Using the same product would exclude the influence of  unrelated factors on 

consumers’ decisions. 

In addition, we gave participants a two-option choice: high or low priced, with the 

high-priced option running approximately 50% more expensive than the low-priced option 

(Bolton et al., 2011; Voss et al.,1998). In the cell phone scenario for example, in reality the latest 

version of  an international branded cell phone such as an iPhone is worth at least 499 Euro, so 

the experimental high-priced option of  139 Euro indicated a lower level brand, which might not 

be able to signal face. Therefore, Chinese participants, even if  they had greater face concerns, 

might not be willing to choose the 139 Euro cell phone. Additional research should widen the 

price differences between the high and low priced options.  

Similarity across cultures might have arisen because both groups of  respondents are 

students. Although student samples are widely used in experimental studies, this factor might 

have interfered with our results. As we discussed, face is a group-related concept. For a student 

group, face accrues through academic success; Chinese parents often encourage children to study 

by warning, “Don’t make our family lose face” (King & Bond, 1985). Without much income, 

students cannot gain face by exhibiting social status or wealth through the consumption of  

high-priced products. College-educated consumers in China also are more Westernized than the 

general Chinese population (Bolton et al., 2010), which might reduce the impact of  the 

traditional cultural value of  face. Research that replicates this study with real consumers thus is 

merited.  

Finally, a good measurement instrument for face is still lacking (Bao et al., 2003; Li & Su, 

2007). We did not manipulate face in our studies, instead nationality has been used as a proxy, 

which suffers from at least two problems: First, cross-cultural comparisons are inherently 

plagued by confounds (Bolton et al., 2010). Second, face concerns are not explicitly triggered. 

Activating face concerns, instead of  using nationality as a proxy, is an interesting avenue for 

further research. Face concerns could be activated by threatening people’s sense of  face, in which 

case face signaling would become a salient goal, resulting in an increased need to reconnect and 

restore adequate levels of  face, perhaps by consuming an expensive product. 

  




